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GIAHCAHA, and MUBRAT HUMPHREYS in consonance vith Borean letter
to Hew York dated Kovenber 27, 1957, entitled "TOP BOODLUH
PROGRAM, A-B."
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MURRAY HUMPHREYS

oh June 2, 1960, that HURRAY *

HUMPHREYS was overheard talking with an unknown individual, at
vhich^ineiheBtatedthathew&s da® to have a cardiogram .

examination to check his heart. Informant advised that he
overheard HUMPHREYS state that he was going to a general
practitioner and farther that this individual was "FRAHKXE's
doctor; ,

>
. .

•

*'•"

;
’ *

i This apparently refers to
personal physician of FRAHK FERRARO.

B. Travel

MURRAY HUMPHREYS

»rheardJune 2, I960, advised that he overhen
MORRAY HUMPHREYS conversing with several other individuals as
follows:

HUMPHREYS:

HUMPHREYS:

X. don't know anybody there. And X know
they won't do anything tore. Be don't even
get along with 'em down there. "X have
no contacts with the guy. Vhats new with
you? -X been on the go all the time,
but I'll get over to see you next week. Is
that fella still keeping an eye on those
things? All right, you keep him honest. X'l
see you, X want to talk to you. OK, goodbye.

Hew are you? I been on the go all the tine.
I'm going away today. I'll be back either
Saturday night or Sunday"morning. Then
X'm going away Monday and X*11 be back
Tuesday. Then I'll be here all the time
after that. I think anyway. So make it
anytime after next Tuesday, huh? You la
trouble?

:
All right then it ' s not an urgency

Yeah. Yeah. You have to tell me, no one's
around, I have to reach for you. See?
fait until X come back and then I'll be

COVER PAIS
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.

- „.Ji.

relaxed. Hake It Wednesday for sore. 8#e7;
'

Ho, It ain't that. I generally get in Tuesday,
see. I'll he a little tired. It'll be better
for Tednesday. All rl^lit, bring-your- old —
an. Ha.ha. All right. ;

HUMPHREYS: I 'a going ? Wednesday. Sane thing. Cardiogram,
you knov? Check ey heart. See, there's
no use_going into those gays, they take a
plcutre. They cad't show you anything. Yon
know, they say it's all right. The weather
affecte ne. Bat this tine it got pretty
bad, I had to go and lay down. Then it
went away, and X got up and started
foolin' around again, and it cone back. So
X said, (obscene), that conld be ny heart.
So X better check it. Don't yon think /t . . .

yon and FRANK ought to talk to and see (SoOiQ
about then weddings in Oak Park? i

Unknown:

HUMPHREYS: You could do that, X was thlnkin* of kola*
out there Sunday and talk to him. 1*11
get back Saturday night. Honday X go to
Washington, or X could do it when X cone
back.

HUMPHREYS: See here's the thing, the rules are against

Unknowns

HUMPHREYS: X didn't pay you for this ticket.
. .

HY GODFREY:

!
.

• -

You didn't pay ne for nothin*. $98 refund
That pays for the plane dowa and also
includes the helicopter.

Humphreys: You didn't get ne the helicopter for
Honday norning did you?

GODFREY: I didn't.." -



I*
1 '*"/?;

IV^rf

HUMPHREYS: I want phone . I'm going to Cleveland
'and X won't be able to call bln toddy or
tomorrow . I *11 call bin In Cleveland while
I'n there 'and talk to bin. And here's those
phonW. Find out which one's tapped, and
poll then all oat, see? OK?

GODFREYS
. >

. y + - ^ .* ' * r

HUMPHREYS:

HUMPHREYS:

And don't forget to get a helicopter. Vait,
I'll nark it down. It leaves at 8:25. You
have to work o>n that now.

get ne a ticket on that taxi. Xt
leaves downtown at 8:26, arrives at 8:33.
See? Helicopter. In the aomiag. Try
to get the ticket today for ne. Flight 382.

@1m a'•TK|

m
I

Unknown:

HUMPHREYS:

Unknown:

~

HUMPHREYS:

Unknown

HUMPHREYS:

UhkMwni

HUMPHREYS:

GODFREY:

You don't have to do that, dost walk right
up and walk right through the gate. The
helicopter is about twenty feet iron it.

Why certainly.

Sure, you don't check in. You walk right up
to the door and go out

•

I knew that. I figured that all out , see?
I figure the helicopter ‘is generally on
tine. All you do is go about twenty feet
and right on the piano.

I'll tell you what I'll do, CURLEY. Let ne
check this here. I've got to call K.C.
in about fifteen nlnutes.

rJ
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HUMPHREYS:

Unknowns

HUMPHREYS:
; ^

tIbrrtwhat?

Oh ,~'don ®t -Change . ---That 9
»'/American.

You - balk right off and get right bn, •;.*

•That *s .ifonday 9sflight, ; .fbah. T< 7

The above conversation between-MURRAY HUMPHREYS and
BY GODFREY* HUMPHREY’S ftaiiir, pertains to plan® of HUMPHREY
to fly to Washington, D,C. and Cleveland, Ohio, Daring this
conversation it is also noted that HUMPHREYS ha® n list of
phones which he has requested GCDHSEY to have cheeked for possible
taps. \i V- - $: •

Jbne 6, I960, MDBBAY HUMPHREYS was observed on Astericon
Alrlioes'Plight 352 at ' Midway ' Airport,' Chicago, 'em route non- m.\.;
stop 1or • Washington ,f9, G. by
II.-CRIMiNAL ACTIVITIES ^

>ol the Chicago Office,

On July 8,1960

,

advised that MURRAY (BC^
HUMPHREYS andMM held , a conversation regarding measures r #.-w_\cr\(&
that mm ;

iai’
:

vAtriGS’ij t® tSwa V<o>rftfe<e®«iimtr trial Al .

,,v vthat were to be taken in regard to the forthcoming trial of
ANTHONY ACCARDOp Vho was indicted on April 26, 1960, on a
fraadalent entry oa hls income to* returns fro® 1956 to 1958*
HUMPHREYS and flj^Bheld .the following conversation

:

HUMPHREYS: The only way they can do it is to put a’ :*Y'^ .

newGrand Jury in, see,.
: . — V^v("7Xc '

They stopped that investigation , didn *t -

they?,- I haven 01 heard anything. -VA guy
like that CEIBTOH youhave't© keep' in front
of - you

:

all the; tise, - ;^Yhe;other guy you con,
talk to ,

:

:

-But .we .'have !to "get a little sore .

out of fl^and then and;see 'how for we can
'

go. We have' to work on. the weakest guy
and scare the (obscene) . .out of hln. Because
there's no record that we were in there.



: i : 4

:

Yeah. Because I vent oat there* You had#
another guy irho could testily? That Polack
waiter* That was vorkin* for hia out at, uh

Tell! You just ask hia to tell the truth
They, did sell that*

Yeah, but we have to have a few of those
accounts, !j§.anse they'd think it was a
racket if there wasn't any* But the main
point here is the car, he's not in for
sellin': the beer*

For Christ's Sake! The car is the whole
case! He is charged with $4,300.00 takia
off for his par.



aUHPHBETS: And it will be ill ear. Don't velosea
good witness/ with nb, uh,uh,vhats his
nnie, nh, uh, .

l&’.i

HUMPHREYS: Sore*

HUMPHREYS: Where is the bartender there that he fired?

HUMPHREYS: Yeah, he need to hustle the beer there* At
the bar. Yeah, see that other guy ve had
to find his.

HUMPHREYS: Bat don 't you understand* The More
:
people

ve get to back up the story* One gay gits
on the staad and then another guy and says*
yes," I pushed it at tbe bar. you understand?
Then another guy gets up there, you get about
twenty or thirty witnesses llkethat, their
case blovs up. You're not asking then to
tell a lie, GUS, this isn't like frapaik! • : Th
wait a minute. This is the truth you're doin
.cause.' I :

'

• f
••

HUMPHREYS: Yeah, sure.



X don’t think it will, : bat It * i' good

HUMPHREYS
,*(**\. \.n- v-v's?

Another ©awpl ; We to get n lot of then

HUMPHREYS: Yeah. Yoa know who we could got to be n
witness? B»°d b® n hell of n witness.

HUMPHREYS:

The reference ©1

_ The .reference t© CLISTOH
is a reference to STAMFORD CLIHl©Hs who is an attorney in Chicago,
and who. vis one' of the "Attorneys representing AHTHGNY ACCARDO in
his pending trial. It is obvious that the conversation -concerns
ttotrialofACCARPO,wh@:h®s been indicted for fraudulently
charging expenses for the use of his autcsnoblle which hd clains
ho used to sell "Poxhead Pourhundred8* beer for the Preniun
Beer Sales, Incorporated.

'

' It' is apparent that (fl^aod
HUMPHREYS are concerned with finding witnesses wh^will back
up ACCARDO’ s clain that, he used the car during the. course
of...Selling "Fozhead Fourhundred. " - .

The reference to
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-HUMPHREYS:

GODFREY:

HOMPHBBTS :

GODFREY:

HUMPHREYS:

GODFREY:

Go back aad ask him. Did you sm JOB?

Yeah, •

*

'•

v •

What-did h® say? ------
-*

He just wasted to make sure that, uh, ho
don't can to eons down Holiday* Ho said If
it's all right, he don’t care to. cone don.
I told his that you figured on opinin’ down,
and, uh, .

'""(fiWQA
But since, the lawyers have, last night*
They agreed* They told

Veil, then it’s good he wasn’t conin' down
'anyhow* •'

Yeah*HUMPHREYS: Yeah*

GODFREY: . iad, uh, fee wants FRAME to meet out west
Tuesday*

. . «r)d)(Q
It Is known froa information furnished by VBHBv

in the past, that the hoodlums in Chicago , when waking iwportaat
phone calls, will leave Celaao’s Tailors and wake these phone
calls from ether phones in the neighborhood, their reasoning
being that the phones at Gelaao’s hare been tapped by the Chicago
Police Department Intelligence Wait* It is believed that the
drugstore mentioned by HUMPHREYS is possibly one. of the locations
in the area of vCelano ' s where these individuals meet frow tine

referred to by HUMPHREYS is and
FRAME referred to by HY GODFREY would be FRAME FERRARO* The
reference wade 'to a "meet put west” would probably be either
the Armory Lounge, a restaurant owned

.
by SAM GXAHCAHA and known

to be used by the hoodlums for meetings, -or 'possibly this reference
could refer to the home of; AHTBCdY ACCARDO, which is situated
in River Forest, Illinois, a Vestern suburb of Chicago.

Connection With Bureau Fugitive

On Jtaly 13, 1960,
regarding a conversation between
which conversation referred to

toft
s

furnished information
AY HUMPHREYS and

the subject of







m-\
|

i
.»5

¥ " ' v’*

HCPHREYS: •’•‘“Oh yeah. - -

JHPHHBYS: I dus£Ei®. I kao? eia the border they watch
everybody,. They take your clothes oil and
search you.

lilitli

On Jane 28 , 1960,
MURRAY HUMPHREYS; and HY @0

advised that rXTJo
had a conversation as follows:

HUMPHREYS:

GODFREY:

HUMPHREYS:

I didn’t see anybody in the neighborhood,
did yon?

~~ "

Ho,.. CUHIJEYi?

There was a gay on the bench there* Big gay
with his coat off, in a shirt and tie* Anyway
this -gny-was there when X took the dog for a
walk, vl walked right by hin, close, yoa
know. ' The (obscene) . .

It was' klnda dark. I
couldn’t n&fes hin out.'- X walked the dog quit®
a long while, and it started to rain,
drizzle." That (obscene) ‘ laid on the bench
in the drizzle, and he didn't leave until I
walked back. I’ll bet you that (obscene) was
a ... It’s hard to tell along there though,
because there are so nany people who sit
there when it’s a good day. I watch then

COVER PAIS
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though, 1*11 toll ycuth&t. Just to uke
sore* I go way up soar your building. •;

The foregoing refleets the constant vigilance which
hoodlums la the Chicago areamaimt&ln In regard to being alert
lor "tails’* placed" on thembycay ©f th® local police agencies

^'^|aly^l2, 1960 furnished the following
Information regarding a conversation between (tr

BUfiBAT HOKPHBBTS. and iawhiehthey discussed
“

surveillances and investigations conducted on themselves by
various agencies

s

HOHPHHETS: They investigate. They did the same thing te
me. They start out since you were a hid. A1
your family. They even know whether my
wife went to urinate. Divorce too,
Mi and her.

You sure?

&
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HUMPHREYS: Th&t don't nsk» say dllimaace. Ton got to
-be~g©d-daan-car®fulthem coppers- don *t—*—

—

write
,
a letter to.,year old lady. .. They went

tony place sad cheeked ®a ay: reference. :

'

I'lltell you" what'd did to then. I knew
they*d do that, someday. So I fixed it. I

:opened-three'
;
bank . accounts• ~ Three separate

banks. .1 put about $15,00 in each. So
when they: call up for credit they say what
figure and they cam say a middle five figures.
Then itft not too big. Then they don't really
go into it. Friend of mine had a office
oyer at ........ and Jackson.

. And they wanted a bank reference. Had a
vice president of the bank by the name of
KBELT. So he used a private office over
there. So I used that as ay business. ....
and they see that on the. door ••••••••••••••
speculations .....; • . • Pun and Bradstreet
would see that on the door. See? Oil
speculations. ' See? So Dun and Bradstreet
asked about me. So then I went to all the
banks and closed everything out.
Then the coppers were checkin' and they found

so they run down the company I was
reportin', see? And Hr. EBELT was questioned
by the examiner, and he tells thea that he
doesn't recall Hr. EEBLY. HS Ha Ha. And
he's going to the hanks and all. Ha Ha Ha Ha.
The poor (obscene). And he took all this
off ay application. See? And they run it
down. And they had, when ay wife went to
Europe they even had her passport checked.
All about it. And they check ay mail.

HUMPHREYS: *Ho,"hdf©pe® it, just : checking it. And the
postmaster had a letter in there
I moved out of there, and had ay mail trans-
ferred to a 'post office box. I had a letter
from the postal examiner saying this is
confidential. Personal letter was filed, and
I got a copy of it. A letter was received
from Commonwealth"Edison one share of

COVBt PACE
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HUMPHREYS:

-Stock- •she had far y«iMfi. ,Stack lB KftMiS
City, stock is J#rs«y, ttortad *11 61 that
copied off , .s^r ^This is'oa ay wife. • Vhe
;Sy daughter sent to ;college

i

v *> :

;T
7

-- ..

^

Ton bet oa lt. Tou can bet ei that.

HUMPHREYS: Then they vast to the building X live in*
They couldn't find out anything. lad they
rqaestioaed the janitor . They questioned the
soasa • • . and the janitor was co-operating
with these 100 per cent, ha a natter of
fact, he tipped-a® oil 9 ~ and he’s connin' lor
a®. HBSsysX'll call you when I see hln.
The (obscene): then goes over to the- real estate
ollice. Checking the references. See how
^embarrassed you get when people co-operate
with then?

'

^HUMPHREYS:

111 ':

I

Iimr'mtm

Ho, the FBI. That gayMi. Os's been
all over. /Os's been la every spot. They'll
be ©a her ©very two weeks. •

Oaring this conversation HUMPHREYS espialas the
great amount ©1 trouble he went to to set up "duaayw flras
and residences la order to .coaplicat® Investigators who were
trying to deternlne lafcraation regarding his various allairs.

Again the individual referred to &s^|piB SAjBBlof the
Chicago Division to when the investigation of HUMPHREYS is

Oa Jhly 8, 1960 (flMMIMpuraishe^h^ollowlng (^YcY(t&
inlornation regarding a conversation between
HURRAY HUMPHREYS, which further/'illustrates' their uneasiness when
spotting shy suspicious looking vehicles is their neighborhoods.

M • COVER PAGE -
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The conversation was as follows

They vere l>y me yesterday f by tbs hotel
One guy reading the paperin the ear,
guy giro it to BALDT. '

.

He 'was ob the Drive before

He Bust be new. He's still sits up ea the
best block*

Hy eld lady seat to the laundry yesterday,
saw a car. It's BL 3323J, blue aad orange
plates;'. \

: i :d

:

Is it?

;i;i: Is it? And J. do theygoby that?

HUKPHHETS: 4180? This is up where the guy was sitting
in the bar* . She todk the number.



m

m

TTw)

Ho,he don't give him anything. They just build
hia up. Glorify him. What's ho get, $14,000.

No, they wouldn't do that. They keep him
pretty clean, iSee, they got all.their stool
pigeons that don't cone in. And they pay hln.
And if a guy goes out is an elevator or something
they used to do it, I don't know if they do
it how or not. Never shows in the office.
Gives hln an envelope with his orders in it.
They guy who. gives it to hia.don't even -

know what his orders are. They have these
guys that »go around gasoline "stations with
overalls on, and they have a pretty good
crew, too, i . .

.

The guy that cone Out of
there, he was in there/ and I reached
for bin and he was gonna gO. He was in charge
of those guys. It was a big thing if I could
of caught hia, and he said. I'll go. Now he
gets this thing in Hunan Relations. He was
the boss. I reached for him, and he said
I only got a year and

. COVER PAGE
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rVV- r

Asd be say® p jauad ;l--sli6>uld. waks#®*® aeity. >;< ^-7 v
And tb® gay y®a r®s>r®»®at HDHPHHETS, Q(r)(“?)CO
d©m 8t y®u? Ha®ald 8 wall.' HB9KP is a ole®

'Vb® -:gay - e«»s bask tbeaip aad
h® ©aid he 9a - teak®
iad»... h® teld^HBI yea' knew there ax® a
'few fellas axeumdISeea" tl&t ' X w©ulda 8V ;.

take fye«. - I d®i°t -v
<ea3P® wh® th®y ar® p

/tetthi* HUMPHREYS 8 he's all right. B»
«®7®r mmm& wfc® the fellas wax® either.

:i -weadte.^why
RALPH ‘ae^er <

;.get "» •ttl<e®;yi

put the flag

• rfctey. keep piekiag am RALPH?
emsad &»yb©dy aay trouble,
erseaality p

’ be lamgfcs. •.
- Son#

s* eat* 111 *®al.rb|jii^

'Jim1
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The? : lure* those lev salts

Mil! Bs 9s 3ast & wrong (obscene) that’s all, bo

Listen, sad all those gays told me,
listen, HBMP, the gay is a phony. All
you have to do is sit bash for a little
while •' Clean oat the district, fire all those
oops aad hire then back In a year , bat
instead of that, he’s the' kind of a gay
that don’t-\kn©w shat to do* He’s bringing
In oatslders. Bs’s losing control; gad

tells that he’s got the reformers In
there telling him what to do, and he’s gonna
follow It through* So, that's the way they
cone .......... Listen, take a captain,
he makes 7S00. Can he send a boy to college
on that? Be can't do It, he has to sake
sons extra money somewhere. This system
.can’t, work- with these gaysi ' They wo^’t get
what, you'd call good' pollcfcoea* -v

HDMPHBBYS: Yeah, bat we had the Hayor going for os.
He was Sifting back and doing things for us
that we told him to do. Hof all the way up,

corat PAGE
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HUMPHREYS > wop

-bat just im ' a certain way. ’

: The* ill if - a
sudden, he wouldn’t even see ear guys. Vhe
Igotihe word, ; I : said ,

-well,he*s through.
H9 takes.-these 'coppers, so"they’ire his'
buddies;- '^He -'figures if he plays with the
coppers, he’ll ®st tea thousand dtos right
'off the reel .P-:These coppers, ' they *re
like a fraternity of their own. Xt doesn’t
hart.to knock a (ohsceae) down, but don’t
leave your foot on hla when he gets his
down, leave him up again.

is a long-tln® associate- of

iALPH referred to is RALPH- PttziTTn-

DALEY is Mayor RICHARD J. DALEY

«

HUMPHREYS , and an unknown iadivii
bonversatioa'oh.’that. date which was as follows

sed on Jttne 8, 1960, that MURRAY ,/w_Va , k\
and an unknown individual held a WTOC):(fc)

HUMPHREYS: Who else did the guy sentlea? (jrb(~Y

.
ipif

)

1

i
*P' :

-

y'V*
%

-Vi -

Ululnof&o

i

HUMPHREYS:

-

He’s not supposed to do it

Unknown:



All right. S’®®
0?© efe®®k®d la with all the

'.’sharpies. I 9a waitimg for you. X was hors
uatll 11 o 9dock. nil, come ©a. This

r

se®, the ether gays cose to his.

HUMPHREYS : Tell Mm to come sad see a®. Tell the old
asm-mot t® talk to hla.

HUMPHREYS:

HUMPHREYS:

-r
f-.

Them' be e®m 9t do .mothiag t® the old saa aad
that takes hla off the spot, see? You tell
the old aai& when you see hla.
ewer do a (©hsceme) thlmg for flHHHHHP
Cause he worn 91 do aothlag for you. Hoes he
ever come up here *amy sore ’to tray "clothes?

COVER PA@S
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You know why?Beeaus® he sav ill us gays
ap h«r®. Y®11 your brother the old non says

:.Yh®'-sld";«SMfi 'told S» that is the
beginning, '-!&&??:': fhe. old ara* soys, X don't

'

I "want the* to tail /

.so sysiy

foil year brotfor fo glv» enrytidag to
flIB Ionovs how -to handle it*

You see.':" When they wars is trouble, yoa
saw' ‘S®’ taka' a ^tand and toll them because
they^didn't' boss la. All those gays do that
They balld thelrsolyos vp«

If they dosi 0t, 'they* 11,. drive hi* crazy. Just
like the gay. cutting it- up in' the Chez Pares
that. night. lhat°s his nose, BHHBB, coma
to se, and he ' had- another' gay, and he said
it 0* a newspaper gay, and he wants- an .

intorfiev and all .this and that.
~'v He said, he's

very friendly and fee 0XI :dsr anything we want
hi* t® d®« And l said listed , dflHI^HB,
vfi&OT right, imm you got g^iug late/anything
lifce :that? ".Where do ye* get that staff.
Yh® gay is, friendly to -yea. X dom°t giro
a (obscene) wb® the newspaper gay is. Vhy
should X talk t® hi*. X said, and don’t yoa
speak to any of oar hays*.
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of'“logit' pmpTe. X wouldn't got up ii
Tl®av®* .

Tfc®y »at so right Mzt to th«a
: «®«m th® Chi®f giv® *» th® oyo. ,

bal Vh®a h® was a patr®l»aai to was a protty right

Fit*: :jr 1 :I» Q)> ^Pf. ;jo> A-?] tlMithatvg^^^^^BJuw mwa a
Xs^rit® of SAX GIMCiEd.. .Apgaromtly^BBBB^ sad HUMPHHE
iata'had a falling oat .and, HUMPHREYS i* wot dosirou® of
associating with or •p®rfor»iag any favors for his

p;tr

of"do**"that

Vli^





Don't worry

Ton got to 4® alittlo .toad verk. , Get >

t©g®th®r withdB B® should havo valktd
away, Tk&m thor® 0® so wits®®®®® or anything
sad you can eons bask. Ton know what X
awaa? ..Ton eas cook® bask, and bo's sot T ; -

;.®ag>@®tAs 0 yew. Bs do®®a't know whoro you'ro
;':ato ‘ -T®tx ka®w what X boss? :

to aoot bo at throop before that
b® too aaay gay® around* Ton

All rights I'll go dato this; thing
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advised that UUBBA7

no is am

ft-Xa.)

1-7**

1^1

1 :

On Jfcly 12, I960, MGBR&T HUMPHREYS, ~ ftN^SrA
R&LPH PIBBCB, and LES KBUSE were observed hisriig loach togother V'vl7 )'-C>

ia..M roiEianrkit in tho b&seannC of tins Pittsfield Building,
155 East Washington Street

,
' Chicago , Illinois* . Daring this

@®tiag, the agents overheard pants of the conversation , vhlch^
lndi©at<M th&t^HH^ vas ntteaptiag to gain scan aoney to
back gambling Interests in Lag Vegan, Eevada* This nesting nan
obsernedrbw’ &gents^|HHiHHBHqBiHBHiHHiHHPHHHi

of tin Chicago Office* ^

VII ?

SAM OIABCASA
HdCiXCrX&

Wj/

i:#3* BilSB

-A -a?-
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eftM’le Chic
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JB8TULS:

it BAammm

FRABK FBBRABO

in! 1

!) I inwnl in Jtily 19,
i960, Shaft; FRABK IBBBABO -ceatlmmes to reside is his apartmemt at
that address*'"'

B. Trawel

ASmcm ACCABDO

©i the 'fellewlhg i

HPRRAY HUMPHREYS ... . ; '.

a trip t© ¥®®Magt®a p 9,t« «»"lqr 23, 1960
MURRAY HUMPHUSrS was ©bs®rw®d pr®@e®diag to 224 C Street IE
'Wa®hisLgt®a ? BjCj, at which address he was meted t© carry a
saall pasehig©,. a^>pr©xlaat®ly S" by 3" by 2** whem he emtered
which package was met im ewidem©® mpom his exit.

Th® C®mgressi©mal Btyectery .r®tl®©ts that 224 C
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e>r-Co>Kgr®sa8iaaB(n<AHDLIBOKATI -

Following HUMPHREY°» departure Iron this address he
w^' el>^XT^' i

fto eater;ihfS : fOodaer Hotel • said .pmsed to

Hotel*

evening of Hay 23, 1960
.
Ws£;;©bs&rv®d^t©’ ;be 'joined' 'by Coagressaaa THOMAS 3T; ••

of Chicago lath® "Purple Tree" Bar of the Hamilton

C. Belatives

an .article jQpssffiag in tha "Chicago Daily Raws**
Bad StreskEdltloa on Juno 1$, 1960, it was reflected that tha
daughter ©i AHTHOUY J£ ACCABDO 'was secretly i»d daring Kay ta
a football plhyer 1 from Michigan State Univarsity. The
daughter , HABIB JUDITH, twenty

,
^eloped with WILLIAM PALKBB

PYLE, JBc
j twenty-two of 1458 Sc^Ete'-fitreet, Wianetka, Illinois,

after a vhirlvlnd collage ronaaee* Tha article farther
reflected; that Miss ACCABDO and FILS vara married in the County
Building oh Kay 23, ; 1960, according to tha alder Mrs* PYLE,
The cereaony was performed in Marriage Court by Massac County
^sdge CABL H3 SMITH of Metropolis. The article farther
reflected that the couple will live in Baltiaore where PILE
ejects .to- .play - with-the Baltiaore Colts, Matlonal Football
League teas*

;

'
;

. . V

D* Marital Status

MgggAY HUMPHREYS

The, following Investigation has been conducted in the
St« Louis, Missouri, area concerning the background of BETTY
JEABXE HEIHEBT, who is living with HUMPHREYS as his wife at
4300 Forth Mferine Drive in Chicago, and 210 Harbor Drive,
Key Biseayne', Florida: ;•
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Zn /ala article appearing in the "Chicago Sunday
Tribune" dated July 17^ : 1960V -under the byline of GEORGE BLI8S,
itwas reported that FBAHK FEBEABO,who was in charge of policy
in theLoop aadSouthSide of Chicago, had as a contact nan,
a forner"political ; "big shot?*" in the Second," Third and Fifth
W&3?di3e. Sftr.

'

,-vv
*:

,

MDBBAT HUMPHREYS /

HOBRATHOlEPHBE'fS w^s' observed intheeompaay of (Csr-i\t
in Washington, D*C.; on Hay 23, I960. VrA'/ii

-WDuringvH03iraBETS 9'ttrip to Washington ©a May 23,
1960, he was also observed associating with Congressmen BOLAND
LIBOtKATl and m>MASJv © 5BBIEM.

F^V - Criminal Activities ^
Ll.v. An article appearing in the July 17, 1960, issue of the
'•Chicago ^ndayTribuffi®" written by (ROME, BLISS , reflected
that polieyin Chicago was operated primarily by GIANCANA, ALEX,
and FRANK FEBBABO and that the biggest operation was on the
South Side of 'Chicago, primarily in the Negro districts. This
article further reflected that FEBBABO in his operation had the
assistance of ;a politically influential individual, who carried
a 'great dead, of weight in the Second, Third and Fifth Wards in

been 'determined that this individual is

G. Miscellaneous - -2 - -

FRANK FKRRABO was observed by Bureau Agents on
July 7, i960, proceeding from Celano*s Tailor Shop at 620 North
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Michigan Boulevard in his personal auto to the Jackson Park
Outer Harbor where he left his vehicle and boarded a boat
named tte *feleda" which wasmoored at the dock. FERRARO
was observed to remain on the deck of this beat for the remainder
of . this afternoon sunning hinself . . ..

An article appearing in the "Chicago Daily Hews"
on July 13,1960,list©d the owners together with the names
of t^eir boats and their slip numbers for the v&rifcus harbors
in the Chicago area. Registered as owners of the yacht
^BCieda? were FRAME FERRARO and ROCCO COLOCCIO. It is to
be noted that COLOCCIO is a former associate of FRAME FERRARO^

p?
Mlm

mmm
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>8/30/60 I 5/17/60 to 8/18/60
Report mad# by • 1
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:

T .-LOUIS

CAT ST LOUIS, ; MISSOURI;

t

Identify
observed at 210 Harbor Drive, Key Biscayne, Miami, Florida,
on Ayfuiy 20, ; -1960, .

. CC--

. V ^ AT RIVERVIEW MISSOURI;

Ifnbt:;previouslv-done-.ddentif

. MIAMI;

r

.AT MIAMI ,
T FLORIDA

:

: 1. Will continue investigation of subject's activities
Cinr.Miamiir;FloridaCr area.

_

1:..;

Y-y\ at ft. lauderdale , Florida ;

Will Identify

AT HOLLYWOOD , FLORIDA:

Will identif

ADMINISTRATIVE

— B —

-COVER PAGE -
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

JCopy-teL:

Riportofe .

’ v
:

””
Offices 'V Miami i Florida

"

. ~ JJjj 62^-3993' ^V - T Bureau File Noj 92-3688'• Field Office File Noa

Titles MURRAY LLEWELYN HUMPHREYS

-v* V .• "
-

. .
-

Character: ANTI-RACKETEERING

Synopsis

C6ntiriuou8 ;spot checks 5/17/60 to date of premises at
21Q^arbor^*., Key Biscayne, Miami, reflect no indication
of/ ^eroonsoor subject HUjyiPHREYS there. Cars observed there
vjare 1959 Ford Thuriderbird

I 1959 -Thunderbird and 1952 Buick- are there continuous!?
and a I960 Fiat (

i

960 Fla .

,

QUBBHB is there occasionally. The investigation. re-
flects *a i960 Ford (1960WIiEg»MB>) was observed at 210
Harbor ;Dr,

THIS REPORT IS NOT TO BE DISSEMINATED

DETAILS: (BC^fcV.(b)

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; It and
its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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...

_ >•
: Frequent spot checks of residence at 210 Harbor

Drive,. Key ^Biscayne, “from May“I7^19607~to date have “
: -discloised ho 'indications that subject HUMPHREYS has been

preSdrit and -rio other aitomobiles have been observed there.
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UNITED STATES GO -fRNMENT

Memorandum,
.. : : 1

to DIRECtOR, FBI (92-3088) date: 9/3/60

mi •

.

* y^SACY-IQA^—(62-3993) - ^ •

£ ~/jj
subject: ^ MURRAY . LLEWELYN ^HUMPHREYS » ska <

/V r.' •..'•':AR A':

Rerep SA Miami, 8/30/60^ (OCiXcN

Bureau, Chicago, and St. Louis requested to make
following corrections in referenced report:

FD-263
Page A, Chicago lead #1, third line, should read
’^210 Harbor Drive”.

Pa^e ^8
'

S

t.^Lo^^Lga^#2 , first line, should reh^ j

AAA :•

Page C, line 8V should read
^At endM ”

FD-204and DETAILS

Pagel, Synopsis , line 7, should read ”of presence
of” , rather than ”of persons or”.

-Pagg 4, paragraph 6, last line, should read

Miami copies have been corrected.
i.

rS'##? - -
NOT RECORDED

Director
1 - Chicago (92-348) NOT Recordec

1 - 5?. Louis <92-282)1 15 SEP 7 I960

20ttaM^ ^ lO^VH.EP __A. •—# — ^L—
(6 -4^2 i v J

; *E o i -V .

‘ / >V
- r. R

1

At &
mC0!!3 «tb 5 - GO. .

&





hicago ~

g^j^llEWELYir^HUM

(CHICAGO

InreetigatiTe Vmxiod
.

12/3/57 - 9/16/60

fiAQort pad* by
Typed By:

. ^i^RAr 5
**wrr f .

Kelly

,

•HREYS ,
aka . character orcASBr-- -

,runs»lck.
; ^i^ckETEEBIHO

^-^^^^5G..phreys,-. I ; ($ 6̂ - ~ - Iff-
U:^A“*,r

'
- '^

S<mrer; ri ir1
-
T

’

-
"':'

\ ~rV'''l
ffi)

j^UIgan, tort. J-PorMr ~<r/
f/ /

The title of

^

HSSs
b
:u;ing

a
?ne

d
re2ei?

C
Jas

e
t. ,* &&

‘ ^ddTitional which HUMPHREYS used when i
:

^^W*These- aliases added are^^TLUl^^wa
which HUMPHREYS used ler&M^

[fH^^eiing to Miami, ^fgjSsi^EKa-osIsT io Chicago! y&*£mSm
b$®»±ie traveling from ^^is^oodlum associates

;

} lfe^y Which HUMPHREYS.^_^J®^traveling from Chicago to Miamiy^ ljj.5
" HUlfHREYS used

"^Jf^nale^usfd by HUMPHREYS at hisV^ldence p}6-
f - — and J<T'PORTER, which name HUMPHE^Y^ IVl

i m
kiSi ^ <lated 12/26/57 at

/ im&

V5.

: , , :
f JUsCtS

dated 2/8/58 at Sl§l^
liEWELYH ^HREYS,- V

StfecE wa. MISSING WITNESSES ,
SENATE |

:SELECT*COMMITTEE ON *^^E
5 T

£?™*
VITIES

IN THE LABOR OR MANAGEMENT FIELD
.

t -n

r
Speeded Agent Do not write in apace* below

;Coj5Sw&f?' ;\\ \ ' T “

V

V ^/^'/Burdau (92-3088)

i

^^^'iChicago (92-348) .

.

m
w

•• vv \

da -stfiae tseo

^ r

V C>
.

_
+/. • “

WMm
viV.-v - ' ~ v4*Tr

r-

W? -*

"*r
— '•





ift-m
- SA dated 6/3/60
at Miami

.

SA /f

Q

at Chicago entitled "ANTHONY JOSEPH
ACCARDO, aka.; VHHHR aka.:
FRANK FERRARO, aka.; SAMUEL M.
GIANCANA, aka.; MURRAY LLEWELYN
HUMPHREYS . aka
SA
at Miami.

ANT I-RACKETEER ING” .m dated 8/3/60

LEAD

CHICAGO

AT CHICAGO, ILLINOIS. Will continue to conductand report-investigation concerning the activities of
MURRAY HUMPHREYS in consonance with BureaS litter to New

dated November 27, 1957, entitled "TOP HOODLUM
PROGRAM, ANTI-RACKETEERING”.

ADMINISTRATIVE

This report has been prepared in consonance with
Ydfn ?

tl0ns the Bureau in Bureau letter dated August 26.
that all information developed concerningMURRAY HUMPHREYS should be reported in a repb?t sui?abll ?!rdissemination.

- C -
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L(dCiX&:(ti)

advised that on September 2 . 1959, WHKKH
asked HY GODFREY,

»

apparently -referring to HUMPHREYS.- GODFREY replied, "He’s
due in." This informant also advised that on September 8,
1959, TONY ACCARDO asked SAM GIANCANA "What happened to
^HUMP*? Has anybody been in contact with him? " SAM
GIANCANA* s reply was mostly inaudible to
but the informant advised that it ended with something about
"all day". It is noted that GIANCANA has recently been
•traveling throughout the country.

A On August 28, 1959,jMiasked FRANK FERRARO,
to the

informant,' FERRARO indicated that he might but that the
"cops-are waiting for him in his lobby on the north side."
It is noted that this conversation between and
FERRARO took place during the heat of the Chicago Police
Department investigation of the murder of FRED EVANS.

On September 10. 1959, +u~4.

person whom he called

stated that \
i s,v'wn\

advised an unknown IrJWW.lD)
that

From the above it appears that this information
confirms previous information that HUMPHREYS spends most
pf his time away from Chicago and that he "sneaks in"
on irregular and infrequent occasions in order to handle
^specific details . and then quickly leaves again. When
he returned to Chicago on September 10, .1959, it is obvious
that he remained away from his apartment at 4200 North
Marine

. . ,
'

;
^

' (&$©

COVER PAGE







HUMPHREYS: All right, all right.

Well, anyway here's .... you judge
a guy by his past but here's what
you've got, you're in an executive
position now and you'll have to rule
On the thing as an executive position.
Now, he did have a piece of a book
he told me , said RALPH had gotten
it from some guy and the guy went
bad. I guess he didn't have enough
money to pay his debts or something,
anyhow, that's two or three months
ago it was closed up.

HUMPHREYS: Yeah, but this is the one you
guys told me when we were sitting
out there and I asked you. Now do
you place it.

Forget about the past, I'm talking
about now.

COVER PAGE
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HUMPHREYS:

HUMPHREYS:

HUMPHREYS:

HUMPHREYS

:

Well if he lied he’s in trouble.
How the hell can a guy come in and
tell us a line and ask....

You remember one time when we
were kids and were betting at the
track, you remember that, I went and
laid it on him and he said absolutely
not , and he . .

*

. $500 ......

Veil maybe it was his old man's
money, couldn't it. Anyhow, if

you can prove he's got something,
that's different, if hasn't, we gotta
find a place for him.

COVER PAGE
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HUMPHREYS: Yeah ,
here's what he’s got, and

I was talking about what^^tb^name
of the contractor thatfHI^HHHi
got* the kid? -

HUMPHREYS: well told
to buy two or three trucks and he,

but what happened, after he got them
he couldn’t put the trucks to work
because this guy . » . . so then I had
to get ahold of cause
they stopped him at the Interstate
Commerce Commiss ion so I got ahold
of•i had him get ahold
of the Business Agent and take the
heat off, then he filed with the
ICC, and the ICC has not passed on

it yet, they go in on your character
and all that, you know that don't
you? So they have to give him the

OK before he can put these trucks to
work. Now, he finds that it doesn’t
pay him, that they don't get enough
hauling. He’s got three trucks, and
he put his money in there, and those
trucks run up pretty good, so, the
kid wasn’t able to give him enough
.work anyhow, so that's his problem, and

it's up to you, guys to weigh it out.

Your decision is final, so you'll have

to go into it from a fair viewpoint.

COVER PAGE
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HUMPHREYS:

Well, yop better check it ,
because V

you're the guys that have to handle I

those thiBgs. I was gonna, do it,

-but “you guys said he's doing something,
.'•o’ X thought, well, if he's doing
something, and if the (obscene) is lying
to 1BC e e e e

He said RALPH gave him this, up to
three months ago. If you know all
these things, you're the guy that has

to confront him, not MOE, or me, you
have to sit down with him, and say
JOHNNY this and that, now, what is it?

If he (obscene) you, he's (obscene) all

of. us

.

Then if you find out, you have to
say listen, you (obscene) what do you

mean going to one of these guys and

telling them you haven't got no income.

COVER PAGE
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HUMPHREYS:

m. ..

There's no monkey business with
me. It's up to us to give the guy
an opening, if there is one. Now,
I want to tell you about another
problem, for either you or FRANK.
I think you ought to handle it.
here's what happened
I called him this morning, and I

told him that he was turned down on
his request. You're to stay as you
were, and I told him, they were
very disappointed in you, they feel
that after all the things that have
been done for you throughout the year,
and especially the position that
you're in today, that I did, and this
and that, and he says, I have to
talk to somebody, it just can't be
this way. I said, that's the way
it is, and he said, well, I just
have to see someone. I said, well,
all right, and he said, I want
you there, and I said, I'll be there,
but I don't think anybody can change
anything. It's this way. Either
you take your stand, or you don't.
Whatever your stand is, the consequences
are yours. He said, I don't want
you to feel that way. I figure
maybe jou and I could talk to him,
you see, he's a~ gabby (obscene). You
can just put the muscle on him. In
a nice way, say listen, all the things
that have been done for you, and now
you say this is a merge on the stock
market, and all this, all the things
that have been done, the whole
corporation, all the stock, the
things throughout the years with these
two guys, and you mean to say now
that you got the wrinkles out of

COVER PAGE
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HUMPHREYS:

HUMPHREYS:

r

I''"/ -

' '

J
'

' ’

)

r

• -

your belly you want to quit? We
don't agree with that. That's all.

Don't say nothing else. Either you

or FRANK has to do it. You have
to take your headaches with the
good stuff, you see

My guy* what do y°u “y guy?
You don't want to do it, someone has
to do it. Quit running out, take the
bull by the horns, 4HIBI You making
an alibi for me?

Then they're through. Then the
guy's right on the street. Now you
wanna front for your guys or don't
you? That’s the question.

Well then, you have to front. You
can't just take, uh, say I don't
want to talk to the guy. I asked
you to, what do you mean, 1 want
you to? I asked you or him. I'd

-rather keep FRANKIE out of the picture.

This guy won't squawk. You want to
put JOE B. in it? You have to take
the bull by the horns on the same

thing. What the hell do you think
we're building up for you? Now

I stand as strong as I can, so now
he makes a request' that he wants
to see someone else. I'm telling
this guy in a nice way, and that's all.
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rng%. >y: Si

HUMPHREYS:
:

'7
That's all right, that's all you
have to say. Don't mention anybody W
else's name. You have to learn to l

take the bull by the horns, don't
let these guys run out on you.
That's part of our business.

RALPH PIERCE: Yeah.

PIERCE: Yeah.

HUMPHREYS: I don't need nothing, give it to him!

PIERCE: ..... He owes the guy some money

.

HUMPHREYS: Who owes it?

PIERCE:

HUMPHREYS:

PIERCE:

He took those two kids that work
for him, or something. Those two
guys that handled the whole thing....^10 and did it.

How long did it take?

about two months ago. They
had an office for a long time....

PIERCE: I'd say a year . I'd say better than
a year

But you got to tell a guy where to
call!
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PIERCE:

HUMPHREYS:

PIERCE:

HUMPHREYS:

PIERCE:

(jr'X-iYc.y

You guys come first* But he keeps
denying it in front of me and I

.keep steppin' up for the guy all the
-— time. Tell, I don't go for that

lyin’!

used to cover for him.

That's what he used to tell me

l

Well, if he's lied to me, he's
dead! How can a guy come in and
lie to us guys and expect us to do
anything.

He said he'd call in at 12:30 or
1:00. He went to the barber shop.

..... * * * sot a pass • Here ' s
what happened .... . Cal City, in
that area. Calumet Park, way back when
we always had Calumet City. Anyway,
he said to FRANKIE, the other day
he told FRANKIE, what about this? I

don't know, I could take it downtown.
Let's talk to MOE.

Which FRANKIE is that?

LA PORTE. But before we talk to
FRANKIE we want to find out.
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HUMPHREYS: Gee, I fm aad about this
I didn't think a guy, would come in
here and lie to me!

HUMPHREYS:

UNKNOWN:

HUMPHREYS:

Don't tell me I'm wrong, the (obscene)
is lyin'. Veil, he denied way back
there too and that ain't the truth.
That's what I'm mad about. He's
falsified everything. He came into
me and told me....

That is not a white lie! What the
hell, did he come downtown to tell
white lies!

UNKNOWN:

HUMPHREYS: I learned something this morning.

HUMPHREYS: You got a point there.

HUMPHREYS: It bothers me when a guy come and
tells me, and it isn't so! I have
to take his word for it until I

find out. Now I'm mad as hell!

^ /6 6 -
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But even so, if he lied to me beck
then! I shouldn’t front for him
now.

HUMPHREYS:

Well, up to about three or four
months ago he had the office.

Your word’s good for me,
The only thing I thought was you
guys were ribbed and I was try in'
to straighten the rib out. I’m
satisfied. I'm not doubtin' your
word now. If you would have told
me that you were handling JOHNNY
and JOHNNY had come to me I would
have said, well you go to GUSSIE.

The above information appears to be self-explanatory.

— /6 e -
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One portion of the above conversation alludes ^
to an individual who apparently has been used and has achieved
some measure of success through the hoodlum element. The identity
of this individual is not known and the venture with which he was
associated is . not known. It is obvious that HUMPHREYS is berating
fllBbecause of his negligence in handling this individual and
HUMPHREYS insists that d^must "put the muscle on him", saying
that it should be done in a nice way.

The reference to JOE B. concerns ANTHONY JOSEPH ACCARDO.

an associate0Bind FELIX "MILWAUKEE PHIL" AIDER IS 10. Both
ALDER IS 10 are known strong-arm men and killers.

The name fHI^Dis unknown and in this connection
the reference to "FRANKIE" is made to FRANK LA PORTE, who handles
the Southeastern portion of Cook County, which includes Calumet
City and Calumet Park, for the syndicate.

-!i> £>-
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OrXI)tCy.UA
6* July 22, i960, advised that MURRAY

^
HUMPHREYS and were engaged in a conversation. That N
conversation was set forth in airtelt dated July 25 , 1960 • The
informant further advised on July 22 I960 that these persons
continued their conversation further and were .joined for a short



HUMPHREYS: There was a piece in the paper about more
indictments, you know. They had a piece in the

American about re-indicting him on the W-2 form.

It was in the radar in the American.

. Concerning the above, it would appear that the W-2

form for ACCARDO cannot be located and it is incumbent upon

the government to produce this record. If this record cannot

be produced, it would appear from the above that the prdsent

indictment might have to be dismissed and ACCARDO reindicted.

HUMPHREYS: When are you filing this case?

HUMPHREYS: And then the 26th the Grand Jury meets?
What day does the Grand Jury meet?

—
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HUMPHREYS:

HUMPHREYS:

Incidentally you're gonna file it Friday anyhow,
aren't you?

I got it in my pocket right here.

••••••••do you think he would he's a littl<
scared with this heat on*. phone
company.. just go crazy

Well what would you think

~/C <~-
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HUlff^EYS: _ ;
.......I*

" out.
- 11 do the talking,'* I'll lay the case

HUMPHREYS: You tell him.

If“iw

At the^conciuslon of the above conversation,
HUMPHREYS, and tHBengaged in a discussion concerning the merits
and the shortcomings of various attorneys wi
have had ealings . The names

departed the company of VIHpind HUMPHREYS
and the latter. ^persons returned to their conversation,
made a comment which was inaudible. HUMPHREYS retorted to the
comment andMl continues as follows: ' ~
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HUMPHREYS:

HUMPHREYS:

You know I went up and talked to him about • • •

•

and set it up with JOE....make it stick and he

jras giving me whatever he could , he reached out

for you

You haven't been in for quite a while.

HUMPHREYS: Did you make this bundle foi^JOE^^^^^^^^ffe were
going to have him talk to * * .You

know what, I can't get over that 1YlnS
to me. No, but he told me he wasn't betting and

this and that and absolutely not. I can't get

over the guy just lyin' in my face. I called

him and he said I had one going up until about

three months ago and it went bad and I stepped
out

^^^Pfenters
HUMPHREYS: Mr.^^^^^^pCph) please. When d^you expect him

back? Well just tell him Mr has an

. appointment at 11 in the morning.

He'll be here. . .You see ^^Mferith this guy
now you know how I went out there and got the

stock from .him, got it all, he tried to get it

for a 190,000 and I checked and this and that
and I said now listen you're trying to get it

for low price. You gotta pay top price, which
is 225,000. I wouldn’t get into a conspiracy
with his widow or anything. So he pays the 225
and he was tickled to death to get that. That
alone can take care of anything we got. Besides
all the other things we got. Now you remember
I worked on that fix out there on that deal?
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Veil, I'll talk to him and then you say, listen,
you* re not given this one away, this is an

- - • - earned thing. And this is the thing that you
agreed' and now that you got the wrinkles out of
your belly. So you talk a little rough, so
you're getting the wrinkles out of your belly,
and now you want to quit. But we won't agree to
that. And just walk out. Don't go into an
argument with him cause that (obscene) will
corner you like you never been cornered. 0.£.
now I'll dp you a favor sometime. You ask me
and I'll go into a spot foryou. I do it for
you all the time anyway.

The reference to JOB could possibly pertain to ANTHONY
ACCARDO and the identity of'M is unknown. HUMPHREYS'
reference to refers to that information in airtel dated
July 25 , I960 regarding

In the paragraph wherein HUMPHREYS discusses the purchase
of stock, it would appear that this information concerns itself
with that set forth in referenced airtel and where HUMPHREYS was
insisting that "put the muscle" on this individual whose
identity remains unknown.

HUMPHREYS: You'll be sick in a couple of months,
be hollerin' "hey". Most guys tell me
can't talk to like that.

YOu’ll
. . . . you
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HUMPHREYS:

HUMPHREYS:

HUMPHREYS:

HUMPHREYS:

HUMPHREYS:

!‘<r

||

HUMPHREYS:

HUMPHREYS:

That was a different thing. That was brought up
^ — real hot , "and you have no right to pick it up

again. But I let you all the time. But I'm
not a weakling, I certainly will withdraw it.
I'll never let him come ahead of you. I'll tell
you that

.

Veil if it's a lie, it'll come out just like
this JOHNNY stuff came out.

Listen, if you think that was the ruling,
this was talked over with them first.

The whole thing was talked over with them first
and they were the ones that agreed. And I said,
well we won't make it a back-down proposition,
you make the deal, you do it yourself.

.whispers.

.

see#

No, *Qd him are supposed to be
real close.

Are you talking about
the other guy I mean.

low? Oh,

Veil you prove it (obscene) and you watch me
refer.... and you know how fast I'll refer to
it. . . .interrupted. . .

.
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HUMPHREYS:

. I'm kinda agreeing with that part of it myself,
I don't agree where he any money*

I kinda believe you on that*

Let me tell you what happened^^Hfe. . .oneojclock
in the morning and I said to^JE llstenflHl
all through the night, you lied to me and you
have no way of straightening this out, that's all.
Now they're moving in. Then I said listen what
did you do. I put 410 in with you. I told you
flIB was the best friend you could have. I said
you run out on you went down in Indiana;
you had everybody with you; did you go to
and say I'm gonna operate there, you gotta feed
me?

He said he was gonna find out what?

Now see, he lied to you right there because he
didn't do it that way. He called me, he came to
me and he said to me, well, you know, ^Pls
my partner and no matter what he says, he's my
partner and this and that^an^he hasn't given
this thing the right... flHP. They guy
figures I.... I said (obscene) him and I'm gonna
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HUMPHREYS:

tell you that right now, that (obscene)
Is no good. He says ay partner and I had
.to.front for him and then he started in on the
deal. He 8ays that isn't right, then he
started in on .... . interrupted ....

Yeah, I know, he started in on the kid in
Florida why him and I have been bosom friends
for years; why all the things I do for him and
we're very close, and I can't understand him
doing that to my partner. Then flHHBwas
around telling people on the street they aren't
gonna get away with that.... I kept picking
it up. After I picked it up, I said this thing
is gonna get wide open, I'd better block it.
So I talked to everybody and I... all the way
down the line with it...

That's before he talked to you and yoj^see
another thing, there's a new man at 4HHB(ph)
see you don't understand that ... .because
didn't do like you and I talked to him about,
and he had run away. .. interrupted. .

.

1 HUMPHREYS:

HUMPHREYS:

No, I was just friendly with him. I wouldn't
front for him. I wouldn't trust (ph) ,

....he picked it up on the 'Q T'. I told you
and that's the only thing you know about it. I

took it up on the carpet with everybody, no
lying or anything else and everybody said the
hell with it, forget about it.

).

''

*

» t » #
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HUMPHREYS:

-HUMPHREYS:

(lrX?Xc)

Well, they won’t get away with that play*
Listen,

Well, I’m telling you. Now here’s the thing, no
matter what I’d do, if he was out, you don’t
think I’d let him get away with this thing...

(ph)said you’d better ask then I

put him right back on the spot. I put him
right back where he belongs. I said, well gee,
I can’t help you on this, you’ll have to ask
FRANK oe RALPH or somebody.

Yeah, that’s right. He said so, he said that

Well, wait a minute here’s one of the
things moreso. ... .before the thing was settled,
and why we all went this way, so you’ll under-
stand it, is because #||was going to jail,
that’s the main thing, nothing else. The things
you’re bringing up, didn't count, you may be
right, I don’t know, but here's what happened,
though when I talked to the kid before, about
...... I said well you know he’s going to jail,
and they claim he hasn't got any money. I

don't know. I understand a lot..... I said but
in a case like that we can't very well say well
(obscene) him , and now that was one of the thing
when came and talked to me he did not...
that stock beforehand.

. . . .interrupted
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HUMPHREYS: I'm telling you he didn't.
J. -..-explain the true story to

you.

Now I’m gonna
you. I don't lie to

HUMPHREYS: He come to me and he says
that stock..

listen, I can but

HUMPHREYS: Were you there?

“HUMPHREYS i
You don* t aggravate me on the right things,

HUMPHREYS: And was taking that money and giving it

to the widow, wasn't he?

HUMPHREYS: The way I understand it, another
woman with a couple of kids and this money was
going to the kids.
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HUMPHREYS:

0r)C-7^

Well, where does come in on the beef then?

HUMPHREYS: And you weren't touching! money at all?

HUMPHREYS: Your word is good enough.

HUMPHREYS: ..LEFTY didn’t have any money and he
had to loan him $30,000?

The reference made to relates to

V. The reference to probably pertains to
»n associate of the ChicagoCrim^Syndicate

who handlesthe^gambling elementi^theflj^H|^^H^^^^iia^
Chicago. MjKKtk ls probably

reportedly spends most of his time in Miami.
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'The ; reference to4HB -is believed - to bed^D
whowas arrested in Tterre Haute , .Indiana

in connection

LEFTY died about two years
ago and his wife allegedly died a short time before his death.
It is believed that the reference to LEFTY made by
HUMPHREYS concerns the same individual identified by^HH^HH

- •
-

• At one point in the conversation between HUMPHREYS
andl^^B HUMPHREYS makes reference to the fact that "the

y
whole thing was talked over with them first " it is f(nC7Vc\
believed that "them"- refers to the policy-making board of
the Chicago Crime Syndicate, whict^board is believed to be
comprised of ANTHONY .ACCARDO, . and in his absence
FRANK FERRARO , MURRAY HUMPHREYS , SAM GIANCANA and RALPH PIERCE.

- _ totm
HUMPHREYS: please. Should I tell you

the bad news. You’re gonna have to work now. The~
. congressman is supposed to be in today. Are you

gonna talk to him? Well call his office and see
if he's in. O.K. try and work out that problem for
me. Have you_spoken to anybody else. O.K. I'll
be around if you want me. Don't forget your lawyer,

- you .haven ' t taken care of him yet.

(Pmin Chicago. The reference to "The /w/

congressman" may possibly relate to either ROLAND LIBONATI or
THOMAS J. O'BRIEN, both congressmen and both of whom were
contacted by HUMPHREYS in June i 1960, in Washington, D.C.

The reference to "Don't forget your lawyer

,

haven' t taken care of him yet," probably pertains tO^^HHB
BHHI who was his attorney in a recent state case wherein
one of the jurors was bribi il

*'V" ^
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A conversation was in progress on Juiy 25,
I960, between MURRAY HUMPHREYS and a person identified
as ROSS, believedt^^^^OS^PRIO. These persons were
-later^oined~by^^^H and at a later pointHI. The conversation is as follows:

HUMPHREYS:

PRIO

HUMPHREYS:

PRIO

HUMPHREYS:

PRIO

HUMPHREYS:

I don't know. So were ready to move now so
you get .... and you let me see that list
tomorrow. Now you get ready to move because
JOE or me or someone will call you and send
you into the lawyer's office and he'll ask you
these questions see. A pretty good lawyer
this guy, youjcnow it? I never knew he was
so good this H^H} I thought he was good.

Ife makes the other guy look like a third rater.

Is that right?

This HHHis one of those guys that is always
on the ball. He's got an angle in point and
he's always squeezing it in. And he's got three
or four points to appeal. But he feels good on
the W-2. He feels that he's got them beat on
that point. That they cannot produce that card.

What's that guy's name there, ahh, that lawyer.

PRIO No. The one's that related to ah..

HUMPHREYS:

PRIO He's supposed to be a real good guy. Now here's
what happened. Anything wrong he says I should
have got out of it fifteen years, the other
guy got twelve years, the other guy got twenty
years, ten years.
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HUMPHREYS:

PRIO

HUMPHREYS:

PRIO :

HUMPHREYS:

(.BdXO

Well, I’ ll tell you, that OflHBwas in that
\\f

base in Florida or in Texas and I was talking
to him the other njgit. His uncle was married to
my sister, the doctor." Remember the one that
got hoisted at the Chez Paree one night. Anyhow,
^^Phe's all right, but he's a funny guy.

Maybe he's using Junk. I told him one day hey
you're running around with all these Junkies and
everything else. Where else can I get a case he

says. I have to make a living. He says I've been
beating 'em too.

How good is this (phonetic)

He's all right, why?

Well, I was Just wondering.

He's a hell of a lawyer. But he won't take a case.

He won't take cases. He’s the lawyer for the
Chicago Teamsters. And he gets a big salary. So

he won't take any. But I can get him up and he

can advise you and work with you. He can't come

.out in the open. You know he Just got out of

college when they had me over on the West side and

be always remembers me. What was the name of the

special prosecutor that they had over there when
they were investigating labor and they brought me

in and they tried to browbeat me and I said aw go
(obscene) yourself. He never heard anybody talk
to anybody like that. And be says you’re gonna
spend ten years in the penitentiary. And I said
aw your (obscene). And he never forgot that. He

says you were a young punk. ........ he was the DA

on the,, case when we were trying to gett^hin^and
no one could get to him. And I got ®
Cphonetic) to get him and I went and got hi^o^my
side and who walked in the courtroom but
(phonetic) course I had the jury, the Judge and
I had him and I had^HHHichange his story so you
know I had the case. I sneaked out to his hous^^^
when he had the coppers out there. Anyhow
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broke through. I got him on my side. I
J

never told him I had anybody else. Remember Y
”'*•

. , .iLL u- that when he got on the witness stand and he
: asked” him what'syourname and he asked him'

’ on this date so and so and so where you an officer
in .... I *11 never forget that in the chair
and he leans over to the jury and he didn't even
look up and he asked him the question again.
And he denied ... that j(obscene) .... jumped
up like a bull. You're gonna answer that, he said.
He said your under orders to answer this. The
judge says I can't order a man to answer that.
He says he's been in the States Attorney’s office,
the Chicago Tribune, and he's been working for
us for six months setting this case up. And he
says if they are some people in it, they knew I

was in it the guilty ones should go to jail in
this case. ..... He kept it up for a half hour.
The jury was still. I'll never forget it. ...

Here's a good guy for a £uit for you now. Here's
a guy wears a suit like a jail suit. ...
Well thank you very much for your time, and
yours my friend. It's very important because

r '_.'.we were fighting on this yesterday and I

figured I'd better get into it.

PRIO : ... work hard enough we can beet . .

.

HUMPHREYS: Then what do you want to do on this

HUMPHREYS: Now, I already told your lawyer to call him.

HUMPHREYS: What's the name of the guy in office?
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HUMPHREYS: fl^fll to call him and get to him, cause I

talked to.flflHIalready the other night and
he started telling me about different things.
Ob, 'there" was one thing that come up, the ~

record, uh,, the lawyer told me it cost $6.00
a sheet . It's ridiculous. So I talked to
flflfll he says no, it's about $.75, so in
order to keep the lawyer in good graces we
were gonna give him the money ourselves, you
understand?

HUMPHREYS:

HUMPHREYS:

I told

Yeah, yeah, uh, no, no, anyhow, we've done
other things with him and we fell like we
should help. Course you know we're gonna help
all the way but just to keep him, I want to
keep him up.

HUMPHREYS: He did take it on . . . I cut him backanyhow,
we gotta keep pushing that, I told to
get ahold of fll^^Bafter they get together and
talk that out we 'll see vba^HBbas to say.
But this flip I look at flflfland I get hot
at him because he won’t follow me right down the

- line, he's . ...

HUMPHREYS: All right. Now if anything comes up on yourself,
don't hesitate to call me because I'll go out and
do leg work or anything else, because you know
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that's part of my job you know, so you’re
not asking me to do anything, it's something
I'm supposed to do. So if you see something
there and you see anymore hot . . . keep your
hands off of them.

HUMPHREYS: Well, you know there's something wrong there
and I can't figure what is wrong.

.HUMPHREYS: They must have another guy there, they must
have someone else.

HUMPHREYS: If you can find out where that guy is at for
me, then I can do some work in my own way to

- ...
' — get to him .... to slow him up.
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.... ,no money, for the bond... ,\ so now he had yL
to go back to Pittsburgh and they says if they Y
can't produce the prisoner in Texas, they'll 1

forfeit -the bond,- so the crooked
(obscene) what is he gonna do then, well, geez
he says, I ain't gonna put up the bond then.
Why should I put 2up the bond and have him forfeit
and you got to pay every dime of it the bond
was too much .... if they want to keep the guy
in ....

HUMPHREYS: They did.
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HUMPHREYS:

PRIO

I understand him.: I was following him very
closely. I heard doing that too. 'Specially if
he's been out the night before.

^H^was telling me the story,
first guy that knew anything.
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HUMPHREYS: I wouldn't come in from way over there. You go
in where the restuarant is see, then you go
through the door to the left and keep following
the doors.'

HUMPHREYS: .... sheets you got there I have to move out
of here sometime.

HUMPHREYS: You mean been talked to by the "G"?

HUMPHREYS: Oh, have these guys been talked to by the "G

HUMPHREYS: What did they tell the "G"?

HUMPHREYS: You've probably got extras they can talk to.

HUMPHREYS: You mean these guys have been talked to you and
the "G"? All these guys? ....

HUMPHREYS: Will all these guys testify that they bought
through you?
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HUMPHREYS: You told me you didn't have anything.

i?
V

HUMPHREYS: I asked you what they were doing for you,
and you said nothing.

HUMPHREYS: I went in on it, I said, what are you gonna
do for this guy? You gonna leave him run
around and starve, or something? I said, he's
got some trucks going, and he's not doing so
good with them, and he had a piece of a book
that he had to fight for. You gotta give him
something to make his livelihood, after all,
you told him to quit. And hequit, so now, I'm
gonna tell you something, SBHHt when you talk
to me, how long have I known you?

HUMPHREYS: All right, as long as you've known me,
I've been very honest. And when I represent
you, I ask you to go in honest, with clean
hands. I went in, and I watch the guys you
know that, if I see a guy's not well taken care
of, I go and find out why. And something, or
sometimes they tell me they're banking a guy,
and that's different. In-order to go in, you
have to go in with clean hands. Now, when I
brought this up the other day, in fact, I was
very disappointed in you when I got it the other
day, and I only had one. I had him bring two
guys to me to prove the point. That I was
wrong. You've been betting pretty good, and
you've always told me you haven't, see, now they
brought in a bookmaker that said you were
betting him.
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HUMPHREYS:

HUMPHREYS:

1

{ :m

\
-

i

r
'

HUMPHREYS:

\M?

'

v'i** .*

(hC?)C<L)

They're talking about that you went pretty goodJ/
and you told me all the time that you never. -

™

Don't tell me, you said you didn't have nothing
going for you. Now I listened, and they brought
the guys in to prove it to me, cause I said, is
there someone here that don't like him or
something? I said, let's bring it out in the
open if there's an&mosity, there isn't supposed
to be animosity, among our people. Then they
brought it down for a showdown and FRANKIE sat
in on it, and FRANKIE is the one who told me
I'm wrong in the first place, and I said, well,
I'm not wrong. Then he broughtthe guys in,
and I'm disappointed in you because
you put me on the spot. I don't push anybody
unless I know I'm right. If I know I’m right,
I fight everybody right on down, because this
organization has to be on the square, and we
can't have animosity in things, because this
isn't thirty years ago in the bootlegging days
when one guy's got a knife after the other guy.
Things are too rough today, we have to have
harmony

.

Wait^^minute. You told me you weren't betting,
and spoke up, and said, well, I
heard it, an d I told you som^^^me ago, and you
checked witb^Bl^ &nd^||Bsaid no, now
I'm hot gonna argue with you, he says, cause we
knew the guy's were betting with him, and the
guy told us, now, I didn't bring this up with
MOE, you understand, but they had brought it up
to MOE. They went to MOE, the guys have. Not
only them, but a couple others, went to MOE,
to prove the case, that I was wrong, because I
was fighting for your rights. I said, you're
getting ribbed. Now, I'm not angry about it or
anything, I’m just telling you that I’m dis-
appointed, cause the way to get anything with this
outfit is to lay it on the line.
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HUMPHREYS: Then they, tell me about this book.' They said
RALPH got your book, and it flopped out, end
they were calling in people, and there's your
whole case. In other words, if you want some-
thing, you'll have to get it from MOE or you
have to go to FRANKIE, and tell them where you’re
at, because they have more on you case that I

have. They know more.

- r ...

- .. ...

HUMPHREYS: This come up the other day.

They told me no, and they brought in the guys
to prove it.

HUMPHREYS: Then you better go to•land FRANKIE and
prove it. .They think you been making money.

HUMPHREYS: Well, then, you have to tell them the truth.
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HUMPHREYS:

HUMPHREYS:

HUMPHREYS:

(JrX^)^

Well, they claim you're making a living.

HUMPHREYS: Tell them that. Has cut his salary?

HUMPHREYS: Does he cut his salary? Does he cut it with
.•M' you now?

.1 don’t know, you’re gonna have to fix it up
with them. You didn't tell me you were getting,
listen, fl^^A^didn't 1 ask you, you doing
anything You said no, I said, you got
anything going for you, and you said no. I said
OK. I know it's hard to find places for guys
right away, but I figured you been out along time,
"so I

-
finally went in and I said, look,

had been very loyal, and you guys told him to
quit, now it's up to you guys to take care of him.
They said, well, he's all right, he's gpta book
here, and this and that, and I said that isn't so,
he says he hasn't been betting, and they said, well,
we’ll prove it.

If you go to them.
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HUMPHREYS: Listen, you and I been friends a long
time, I'd rather not have you say anything about
it.

HUMPHREYS: Don't you let them cut it off.

HUMPHREYS: - You work it out with them.

HUMPHREYS: You got a right to claim a livelihood.

HUMPHREYS: The guys I talked to would havenoobasis to rib
you. They don't have any feelings one way or
another, they just tell the truth. They brought
RALPH in to show you had a piece of this book a
few months ago, and that come out to me, you
didn't tell me that you had that. If you'd have
laid your story down, this this this and that,
now when they tell me that.
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HUMPHREYS: Well,, it !s up to the. Appelate Court, now. What
else you gonna do?

HUMPHREYS: That's not lying if they telljnethese things,
and you say no to me. Cause ^IH^says well,
HUMP, I didn't want to say anything to you,
cause I know you're strong headed, and you don't
want to move when you think you're right, and
I still didn’t say nothing. These guys aren't
talking to hurt anybody, they're talking in a
business way. Anyhow, I didn't get a change to
talkc to MOE.

HUMPHREYS: Here ' s the thing .I' ve seen not only you, but a

lot of guys, I seen ^BHione time, when I was
told to check onflBIB to see if it was true, that

L_~ _..he_lwas..a stool, pigeon, .you .understand? When I

was told to do that, because^iwas around me
every day, I said, I won't 'do that. They said
why, and I said, what the hell, you're making me
a stool pigeon? And I had to tell JOE B that.

c
'.. .He said, well, you're the boss, you're not

supposed to do that. And I said, well, I'm not
supposed to stool. I'm not gonna snoop on a guy,
I’m gonna ask a guy. Then if I catch him wrong,
I Won't move, then that's different. The one
thing, they said you were betting pretty heavy.
And you told them not to say anything, and they
were forced. It isn’t that they have to, they
were forced.
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HUMPHREYS: They said a lot of money. Twelve hundred
dollars a race. You have to make your own
case now.

HUMPHREYS: No, that's my job, to sit down and help
everybody. This doesn't bother me, that's part
of the business. You have to lay it on the line.
How many times ypu think we sat with MOPSIE and
those guys back in the old days? We'd sit with
them, thirty times, trying to straighten them
out. This isn't nothing new for us, this is part
of our job.

HUMPHREYS: Well, whenever you talk with FRANK, you have to
be very truthful. If they ever find anything
wrong, then they won't do anything. You
see the difference, if you'd have told me those
little things, then I'd have told them. I

didn’t go in like that, I said, this guy isn't
making a living. I went in cold.

HUMPHREYS: Here's the thing, JOHN, we pick up thing, and
these guys think they're getting away with things,
but we know all about it. A lot of times we let
it go, but we use it, but we discuss it back and
forth, we watch everybody. We back them if they're
in trouble, if we can, but sometimes we can’t.
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HUMPHREYS: That’s when they said you were. I want to tell—
' you about something else, while we’re waiting for

:
'

FRANK. I’d bring it up if I were you^o they
have the right picture. Listen, 4iHHlPgoes

out to the track all the time, doesn’t he? The reason I’m
asking you is, isn’t Sportsman’s park open?

The person referred to., as MOE is SAM GIANCANA
and the reference to and FRANK. concern^^H^HH)
and FRANK FERRARO. relates to
who is connected with the

JOE B pertains to ANTHONY ACCARDO.

A conversation between HUMPHREYS
continued and HUMPHREYS discussed the beer account situation
between ^iHl^^and himself and the problem this
presents as a result of the testimony of DOMINIC VOLPE
before the Federal Grand Jury relative to the ACCARDO case.
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information on "July

HUMPHREYS:

HUMPHREYS:

“ (©fa*
furnished the following additional ((dCfiCb)

: 28, i960: ^ V ; \ ;r- 7

;

7.; ;;;•

;

. -7
-

;

'

When. does _the harness races start

.

CfrtoYc)

f
have the concessions there?

HUMPHREYS: 1*11 tell what I'm asking here, see,
Originalljr I got this concession withMMIon the beer in there. When
I got it,- in all the tracks. I remember
when the G was there, they asked him, and
he said he got it from VOLPE. Which is
the. right thing. Anyhow, he made an
affidavit to that effect, and I've got
a copy of it, and he never went before the
Grand July, see? But VOLPE did . And he
said_£HHP got the accounts.

So all the time in their investi-
gation they never brought that out, but I

know.it, because I've got the copies of
the things, you know.

HUMPHREYS: H^jujst tried to make it a cover up.
~ was a salesman, he was showing he
was working, you understand-, and he
thought he was doing right. Now, on the
list I got, it's marked all the tracks.
There's a circle around all those race
tracks . This is out of the Grand Jury,
this guy got it and give it to me , the
lawyer. You know they got JOE in that
case trying to avoid income tax. They
claim he didn't use his car, and they
claim he really got the money for nothing,
which we all know is (obscene)

.

A lot of
guys on the basis of and the
guys come in, and they didn't know JOE B,
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WK

they didn’t know anybody i You can’t
^holdthatagainsttbem.— Nowwe'reina
;
tough spot i

because we think they * re gonna
•' use the track as one example .\

- On the
'

payoff So in order to back up VOLPE,
VOLPE is subpoenaed as a witness for the . N

-government ,
we -have to figure how we’re

gonna prove VOLPE ’s story, without hurt—
“ injg^flHIHD or anybody. I got the
\ idea that if we between the waiters and
bartenders, you know, the help around the
track, uh, say that we, uh, JOE got the
beer in there, by creating a demand for
the beer, by peopl^^sking for it, now,
uh, that's what said in his
statement that give me the idea. He said,
so 1 put it in, and got 25 cents a case.
Made a good deal, How could we kind of
verify this, that it's done by demand.
Could we get a waiter that's been out there
for a long time, or a bartender, say they
had a lot of reques ts for Foxhead beer?
Leaving out of this, now. If

they have to call him in, then we can bring
In one or two guys to prove that they were
asked.

HUMPHREYS: He's all right then.

HUMPHREYS: You know some waiters out there,
waiters all over town. .

I know
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HUMPHREYS:

:'-y
v'.:

\'.y y ;
.. y .

’ WfrXc)
So what'<) can- find. He doesn’t have
to do it himself • See if he can find a.

'

- -—W-couple -pf- stand up guys, so we can subpoena
them at the trial. Spy they had several calls
for, Foxhead beer. They’re not lying when they

v

say that, because we sent everybody out there
to do that. And then they got so that’s all
they had. See what they can find. Don't
approach anybody, just pick out the good guys,
then we'll hit them, see? Find out who they
are, get two three or four guys. All they
have to say is yes we had a lot of requests
for Foxhead, not Foxhead beer, but Foxhead
400. They wanted Foxhead 400. Tha^wa^w^ll
cover everybody up. We ' 11 cover
we'll cover and VOLPE, and that's
what JOE’s job was supposed to be. He didn't
have to sell. ^H^jus^has goodwill. Don't
say a word to^HHHIBfc Let him take the
stand, and then we’ll put these waiters on.
Get guys that we can trust. Don't tell them
to lie, just tell them, you had a lot of
requests for Foxhead 400, and then get a few
more names , so we can use them. vas
just on the phone, he said he’d try to get
ahold of FRANK. That's out trouble, all over
town. At the beginning, when they started
investigating, we said to hell with them, we
haven't done anything wrong, let them go ahead,

' ~and we were vary careful, there was no muscle
or anything. It was all, good. Instead of getting
on the ball and getting around to everybody
and say tell them the truth, everybody covered
up, they all said, I don't know JOE, or I

don’t know this guy. They've got some guys
that said, yeah, I've got it, what's wrong
with that? They don't want those guys.
Everything I've done at that race track I've
got into trouble. I got that Budweiser Beer
and they're blasting there. Can't use those
people over and over again.
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HUMPHREYS: Sure, if he* s found guilty. Fraud, same as
any other. It's never been done before.
This they used as a violation.

HUMPHREYS: Well, that tfckfcs-every business guy in the
country.

HUMPHREYS: Did the union let you keep your car when you
left?

HUMPHREYS: -They’re sure in a hell o^a fix, those Unions,
look what they did to And they can
do that to all Unions. What can they base it

on.

HUMPHREYS: Well, that can't be a closed shop then, and
a check off.

Well, the Unions might as well quit.

HUMPHREYS: You can drop a wrench on his head from up
above

.
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HUMPHREYS: (On phone) HelloV yeah. Yeah, come on up.

Don't let him. You were his partner, you _ were
working together. How many years were you in
there. You figure he'd be a right guy to forget
about you? How’s he work the tax.
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HUMPHREYS: ' You got a right to be£f, but be8f honestly. None \

- ; "V vr .

'

'Vof our guys ' Is a pest to me. Not one guy have I
’

*
7 - turned down. ";

r I *m not allowed to put any —
r ".

. .

‘
- personal feelings in it. They told me they took

r > 5 ;
it lip with MOE, I and they told me I didn * t get the
true story . .

You didn't tell me the truth.

HUMPHREYS: We have to lay everything on the line before each
other. ; -We can’ t keep anything. Anything I get I

have to show to MOE, I have to say here it is, and
he'll say, why don't you give it to so and so, this
clique or that clique. Then he'll take it and
give to them. Don’t forget now, work on that
track thing, and go by JOE's house. JOE doesn't
come down here anymore, with Scotland Yard. We
don'J^hold meetings like we used to. Hello, is
Mr . in? Have him call me. Did the Congress-
man get it? Mr. I got tied up in conferences,
I'll call him at 12:00. All right. Did those
people get ahold of you? Did they work it out the
way you want it? You set up a good program there.
We'll get it going pretty good. What else you want
me to do. Yeah. You think you'll do them some
good? Anything else: You want to see me before
you leave? You make a date,, and.

I

' 11 be there.

HUMPHREYS: Is FRANK coming? ••

HUMPHREYS: I told him about our conversation, about the
things be had going for him. Now it's up to him
to lay it out before FRANK.
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. OTMPHREYS: If they want the pressure put on, I can put it on
them because the guy came into me and said he
could straighten it out.

Listen, one of those guys on that fix has really
done all right. He gave me an affidavit.
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HUMPHREYS: You know what the government can do to you,MB? ! If .they don't even indict you for lying,
they can sent those witnesses in there, and. ....

.
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(Jr)(i)(c)

to be utilized in the forthcoming trial of ACCARDO. The
trial that'HUMPHREYS refers to at the end of the conversation
was the California movie extortion case in which numerous
convictions of Chicago Syndicate hoodlums were obtained.

FHANK FERRARO, and MURRAY
HUMPHREYS held the following conversation:

HUMPHREYS: I calleddB the other day and asked him if he
_ had a book. To verify, then he decided to come— -down and talk about it. He didn't know anything

about the discussion that I had with you.

FERRARO: Yeah.

HUMPHREYS: He talked to me this morning and denied some
” ^ things and admitted some things, so I told him

his place was to explain everything to you once
and for all..

FERRARO: Isn't MOE informed on all your activities or

FERRARO: To whom?
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HUMPHREYS That's up to you . : -You mak^h^oves , we'll
back you. I met one of agents, and
he' told me that we're havine^i hell of a time
making expenses; That is raising hell



HUMPHREYS: We get something. That * s our j ob. If a guy comes
to me, I: go to FRANKIE, 4HHB1 You should know
that after 25 years.
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FERRARO Hello

HUMPHREYS: Well, you layed your story out, so that's all
we need.

FERRARO - : ;Th vthis bartenders sch66r;i;h¥^
is. not’ giving him any cooperation

HUMPHREYS: V ..... those (obscene), we'll get them and knock
them out of the box, once and for all. We did
it before, and we can do it again

FERRARO : Can you go to him and ask him to help

FERRARO : He asked permission a long time ago, and I asked
HOE, and. he ok' d it.



CG 9

No, you laid your cards on the table, that's
all:.' there is.

HUMPHREYS these guys have other work.

here leaves out his particular
problem regarding his personal finances before the
adjudicating comm^tee of FERRARO and HUMPHREYS
It seems that is questioningimHIH^s integrity
iC being completely truthful about his finances and

The conversa
above explains the control IHW the Syndicate hoodlums
have over Local 450 of the Bartenders and Waiters Union
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advised of the following additional
information on July 28, 1960. This was a conference with
ROSS PRIO/. MURRAY HUMPHREYS,
and FRANK FERRARO:

HUMPHREYS:

PRIO

HUMPHREYS:

Sit down.

Oh, boy, if Washington has got a recorder
in here, halleluja. ^
Oh, what a silly thing to say, well have a
baseball gam? I'll be the umpire.

GODFREY : These G guys have got a new watchicallit
- - right behind their car.

GODFREY : - They go into every joint and start asking
questions.

PRIO

HUMPHREYS:

They went in there and asked how
he sold his beer, and he told them he didn't
have that beer in there. We can getW to get on the stand, he bought the beer
And JOE had been in there., and has been in
there. He can tell them that.

Where's that place at, I'll tell you if they've
been there.

PRIO

HUMPHREYS:

That's at Harlem and Milwaukee Avenue.

Do you know a
332 Pershing Road?

who owns a saloon at
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PRIO

PR®0

HUMPHREYS:

PRIO

FERRARO

PRIO

FERRARO

He VS' an ex-con.

t

Therms three_partners^^^HI^^^^^^HHIiB
and <BBMM§_is__on

night^^the other two are on dav^^^Hfl^D
and ^HH^are all right. told them
we don’t handle the beer. He wanted to be a
right guy. You can’t put on the stand,
he alreadysai^he don* t know nothing about the
beer. CfHIHIHfe is all right. I solicited
him myself.

We had a little discussion yesterday, ROSS, and
with all due respects to our brother in crime,
we figure it’s better if you work with him a
little bit. He gets confused. He means well,
he may make a few mistakes. Recheck this with
him, and get his mind in shape. You work it
out, and when you’re ready, we’ll send all these
guys into the lawyer.

All right, let’s get down to business, we can
have the party later. Listen, have MOONEY send
word .... to get the word around, that they’re
asking around, and if the guy talks to you,
listen, say, what’s your name, and goes all over,
to bartenders and waiters .... tape recorder.

He’s got that recorder in pocket.

Yeah, So he sent word that if I can * t make it
myself, send it to<1^ over there,
They have been around, asking questions.

And recording everything.
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HUMPHREYS: All right, get on it now, because we have to
„ move, see/ and watch that list. You want me

u r-i^to make -that appointment for ....

FERRARO
.

: Tuesday,

HUMPHREYS: Two o'clock. I can make it. You may have
other appointments, so I'll make it at noon,

FERRARO All right.

HUMPHREYS: Were they coppers

FERRARO who were these guys

FERRARO : They asked you where
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FERRARO Not only ethat, MOONEY says, they’re taking
it out on my mother, my kids, and they had
nothing to do with it.

HUMPHREYS:

PRIO

HUMPHREYS:

Get him in.

I don’t know whether I should get him in or
send this kid over to talk to him and see what
reaction we get. If the reaction is not
favorable, then get him in.

We'll send someone out then. Let’s not put
anybody in trouble Who do you have
over at the Cafe Continental?

HUMPHREYS: We got anything else? We’ll be around. You
talking about (HB now?

HUMPHREYS: Well, he's the whole contention in the thing.
Let's work hard on that', let's beat that case.
I’ve already talked to the lawyer on that,
what's his name? BliB* I talked togBI
and I said, you get ahold of an^get
that story^ from I ^figure he can talk
to you guys, and youguys are gonna talk tod|
anyhow. I’ve got ^IHfeanytime y°u you want
him.; I wanna bear the lawyer's reaction first,
before I step into the other. -

COYER PAGE
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Much of this conversation was unintelligible
due to the fact that varied topics were discussed , none
of which were completely covered. t

which is a known hangout
of kuss PRIO and -it has -been- alleged that PRIO has an
interest in this establishment. This conversation again
pertained to Premium Beer Sales and efforts, by the hoodlums
to dispeove the Government's case on ACCARDO.

S'-
y . \ -

Much of this conversation was whispered,
however, it would appear that ^^BBBWEis interested
in bringing hnd ascertain
his knowledge of the details of this case and to solicit
any assistanc^^hia^fl^H^^maybe able to render.
mentioned is well known North Side
Chicago hoodlum who is involved in the case with

Et

On August 5, 1960, advised that /q/0n
MURRAY HUMPHREYS, Chicago top hoodlum and HY GODFREY
ahd the following conversation at Celano's concerning (v?C7X®
the intended travel of HUMPHREYS:

HUMPHREYS: From here to St. Louis.

x

f

;

•

i

|

:T

rf‘

0
[

’*!*%*•

if

GODFREY

HUMPHREYS:

GODFREY

HUMPHREYS:

GODFREY

HUMPHREYS:

: On the 16th from here to St. Louis.

On that flight .... on another I had to take
a couple of more flights to Washington from
here. Get me the helicopter right to the
airport ...

.

here's the flight number 352.

What airlines is that?

American.

What day is that?

That's the morning of the 15th. Get me on
flight helicopter 219. It leaves at 8:26.
Check and see and it arrives at 8:33.
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GODFREY

' HUMPHREYS:

Flight 219 leaves at 8:26. One way ticket?

Yealh. As to the flight back I can do that
myself

HY GODFREY is a runner and bodyguard for
Chicago top hoodlums. It is to be noted that American
Airlines flight 352 departs CUcago at 8:50 AH and arrives
in Washington, D.C. , at 11:55 AM. According to HUMPHREYS,
this flight is scheduled for August 15, 1960. HUMPHREYS
then asked GODFREY if Chicago top hoodlum, has
'showed up yet". GODFREY indicated to HUMPHREYS that

ihac^iot arrive^ and that had to go somewhere
-WKB' . - flHHl referred to is_probably
'W^haSr^emthe^^uf^e^^BB^^^nmPHREYS

then placed a telephone calf to an attorney
representing ANTHONY ACCARDO in his pending income tax
fraud case. The following portion of HUMPHREYS conversa-
tion with <(0^ was reported by the informant as follows:

HUMPHREYS: ;v' Mr. please. Mr. MURRAY. how
are you? On that4D from the heights, what did

r ~
: r . you think of his story? I mean with these

fellows using that coercion and such as that
V, on him. But, I mean when those fellows were

talking to him, they said, did he use .... and
such as that, did he explain that to you. That's
right. Well, I told him to tell you everything— that -happened- there ,- because it looks like

. .... they're coercing our witnesses. Yeah, yeah, ...
Ithought some of those people should go to

V office and not put all that load on
you. Well you got a lot of time with these
fellows. All right that will be fine. The
only thing I couldn't see, yuh, all right, just
so long that you know every detail and watch it
so these fellows don't bulldoze our witnesses,
that's the only thing. Boy if you could bring
that out on the stand too. Yuh that's right.
As long as you know about it. Well I told him
not to cooperate, I says I'd just refuse to
answer those calls. Well that's what I told him.
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i.V.
v
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'

,Well;I told him that. I know that and they
will too, I told them that. I says you’ll be
in trouble and they'll throw every department

. **.* /-•>• got at you. - No. No he won't be because
he's telling the truth. He's got nothing to

. hide. Yuh, that's right. All right, as long
as you got that story straight and I understand
that he wanted to work with you on it, so I know
about it. All right.

In the above conversation, iti^HUMPHREYS

'

intention to bring to the attention of4^Hfea recent
development in the ACCARDO case that has come to HUMPHREYS* i

attention. The referred to is believed to be w
Chicago Heights, Illinois, the right hand man M

Of FRANK. LA PORTE, Syndicateleaderin the Southern Cook
County . ‘It is noted that is scheduled to be
a witness for ACCARDO and is reportedly claiming that he,

taken ACCARDO to several South Side estab-
~llshments__to solicit their beer_accoaat^^^^BI^M^^^

l^^hi^^nteTvie^^^^^^^^^hatis being brought to
the attention of ACCARDO *s defense attorneys,
and

HUMPHREYS then has the following conversation
with an unknown individual:

UNKNOWN :

HUMPHREYS: Try to get it.

UNKNOWN :

HUMPHREYS: Why not both of them?
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HUMPHREYS: "At 47th and ttrexel

..a
million (?) dollars.

HUMPHREYS:

UNKNOWN :

HUMPHREYS:

UNKNOWN

HUMPHREYS:

UNKNOWN

HUMPHREYS:

UNKNOWN .. :

HUMPHREYS:/

UNKNOWN

HUMPHREYS:

ban we get all those city accounts ,
we * 11 lose

these, and all over to Hammond. You don't want

to get robbin* 'em.

Did you get the stops from

I'd rather have FRANK get them all. I can

take a couple over there.

Who?

I put with this, thing. I put him

there years ago and he's got another hotel

down on Michigan Avenue.

Yuh, and another one at twelfth. We can get

them all through .... How many stops do you

have to get this guy.
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UNKNOWN

HUMPHREYS:

UNKNOWN

HUMPHREYS:

UNKNOWN

HU MPHREYS:

UNKNOWN :

Isshe giving you advertising?

Oh, is that all? I thought he was giving
you advertising.

But I was trying to build the advertising, not
the grand a month. The hell with a grand a month.

HUMPHREYS: Yeah.

UNKNOWN

HUMPHREYS:

UNKNOWN

HUMPHREYS:

Well, I don't care about the money, it's the
idea that I want to build it up with the
advertising. If he would give you more adver-
tising, that's what counts.

But you could draw money out of there for FRANK
if you build up advertising. That's what I want
to get.. I've been working on trying to get
that .... for you. Trying to get a convention
down there.
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HUMPHREYS:
\

UNKNOWN ;

HUMPHREYS:

UNKNOWN -:

HUMPHREYS:

UNKNOWN :

HUMPHREYS:

UNKNOWN :

HUMPHREYS:

Did you gamble a little bit.

Listen, on this company Isuso, or Hisusso, is
that the name Hisusso (phonetic). Got to give
me a card on this place.

. I should have^Ht.say like FRANK you know, I
want FRANK to pick up these accounts so if

I don't want my name to come out on this.
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is a known Chicago real estate
the

. ,.The unknown and HUMPHREYS above, also discussed
various Chicago, Dixon, Illinois, and Hammond, Indiana,
accounts and probably are referring to the beer accounts
of ANTHONY ACCARDO. FRANK referred to is probable FRANK
FERRARO . Chicago top hoodlum

.
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MOE referred to above is believed to be
"SAM GIANCANA/:Chicago top hoodlum, who is apparently
out of town. ......

On August 6, 1960, ^HHHIiBadvised that
MURRAY HUMPHREYS, Chicago top hoodlum had a brief
conversation at Celano's with an unknown individual
nhich is as follows:

(tr)C->)&>

HUMPHREYS:

UNKNOWN

These guys went into this stuff, and JOE
telling these guys to say certain things,
you understand. It's no good, because here,
if JOE is going to protect himself, no matter
who falls by the wayside, that's no good.
We have to do this with a little strategy.

HUMPHREYS: Well, that's enough. I would want to talk to^Band see what he found out.

JOE^referre^to is apparently ANTHONY ACCARDO
ftnd IHBis an attorney who is representing
ACCARDO. The above comments pertain to ACCARDO' s pending
Federal income tax fraud case.

MURRAY . HtWPHREYS then had the following
conversation with^a^individual referred to only asdHI (possibly^Pof the

HUMPHREYS: Yuh, that's right,
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HUMPHREYS: > Right away, he started out at first and he
wouldn’t talk to anybody and then he got caught

with the money deal, then he got that vacancy,
Then he got fighting with his old lady .....
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HUMPHREYS: That * s the way they do down there. I knew
down there and! I haven't been there since

1940. So who do they put the first guy .... in
•’

.
• town, but me. So you know that's the setup.

v “ Because these guys are running here and there,
me and like a good Samaritan, trying to
settle the thing so there would be no heat down
there and they evidently went back and told them
and they put me on the spot. The first guy to
be knocked out of the box. I was the first one.
So I can figure because at that time I was sit-
ting on a deal here, and ,1 was being a good egg.
I was trying to iron it out and I finally ironed
it out for them. And I’m the only guy who could
have ironed it out and I got it all worked out
and a few days after I got my picture in the
paper. I^Q^pjp'dt it out for a lot of nice guys
so they had to tell it down there. They wanted
to buy me some diamond cufflinks but I wouldn't
take anything from anybody. I sat in as a front
and I says I'm not interested in the (obscene)
town. I'm not going to show up around --there.

I says don't worry about me.
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On <Ju.ly 26 t 1960, 4HIHHH) advised that he had^^^
obtained ^information concerning several persons which was as
<fpll$ws:W •

'•

FERRARO: . ......... these days got them.

HUMPHREYS: Veil that's a bum write-up if they say they're
looking for him, let them grab him and he's
got them perfect, you know?

FERRARO: .........

HUMPHREYS: That spy business, that'd be the perfect thing
he's looking for them he could really slap them
see. Who was looking for him, who'd it say.

FERRARO:

HUMPHREYS:

FERRARO: ;

HUMPHREYS:

Police.

That would be Scotland Yard business.

•••••••••if he says to him, Just be very
independent, you know? Then then you can
say. Just because you can prove your case here,

\

thenyoj^can say everything that happens....
and I'll bet you they won't be

out to your house for ten years if you bring a
suit. You won't have to go through with it.

Yeah, our boys gone again.

Oh, yeah well he had gone, . .leave today then he
said I won't leave till Wednesday. Veil I know
that MOE was going up there.

The above apparently refers to a newspaper article
concerning and his connection with slot machines. It
would appear that HUMPHREYSln the above is suggesting a way
in which FERRARO and/or could combat police surveillances
and inquiries.
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HUMPHREYS: -y • *v Hello fat boy, is the president gonna see you
" r t~ r— "^today. ~ Listen , on those sheets you give me

yesterday, what's those marks beside the name?
*-r Like 555 and 15 at the, bottom and then 4,1,5,

what are all those? Well yes, all the ACCARDO
pages have got 5, uh, turn them over, you’ll
see them, I don’t know what that means, haveyou
got it in front of you? I'm on the phone 4IB
Yeah, all along the name and it seems to be added
on the bottom. Listen, get page nine, you got
page nine? Mow the first five names has got AAA

•„ by them, then you go down to the bottom and it’s
r

r'.v . 7Jgot~Champaign liquors. . .that’s page nine, oh, you
don’t know what the 5 and the 3 and all that on
the other pages mean? This 7X, yeah, oh is that

•
' " what that means? Oh, I see, 1,2, 3, 4, 5, then they

start out again marking the 5 next to each of them,
that doesn’t mean cases of beer or anything?
Yeah, well what’s with that AAA business.
Alright then, you were no help. Yeah, well,
you’re looking at page nine? Yeah, I see, well

: .they got . AAA there five times. Yeah, well I’ll
~ ~ --T-- find out goodbye, yeah, well then if you turn to

the next page they got 1,2, 3,4, 5, 6, that means
stops I guess. Well who in the world put those
numbers on there? Alright, goodbye. O.K. goodbye.

This conversation is believed to pertain to a list
of beer accounts and markings thereon in connection with the
ACCARDO case. ^

DOMINIC VOLPE, President, Prekium Beer Sales, Inc.,
Chicago, entered the office at this point and engaged in con-
versation with HUMPHREYS as follows:

HUMPHREYS: If they don’t come up with any indictments....
you don’t say this then ..18 months... 30 days,
The jury is called in tomorrow. . .if they don’t
indict him tomorrow they're dead. Don;’t say
nothing about it.

VOLPE:
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HUMPHREYS:

VOLPE:

HUMPHREYS:

VOLPE:

After today if they’d call them today, they ^
’Could* a done it today but they didn't call them, T
-^hei^called -them 7for .tomorrow . - According to
CHH^ he's a.,smart (obscene) he said they are

late, 'if,; they "return it tomorrow and
he makes a statement, "he's dead, because he's
one day over the line and the Jury isn't legal,

•••••• .warehouse* looking for some kid that
worked at my warehouse whereabouts. . . . they
said do you know where the kid's at, I said no

What was he a driver or something?

He was a warehouse man. .... .do you know his
whereabouts? I said I don * t have the slightest
idea

.
' v- f>V •* ; - - - *

HUMPHREYS:

VOLPE:

HUMPHREYS

f

VOLPE:

HUMPHREYS:

VOLPE:

HUMPHREYS:

VOLPE:

HUMPHREYS:

They said something about you wanted to get
together withMi and

Gonna meet at one o'clock.

Yeah, well alright. I wanted to talk to you, see
this list they give me yesterday, this is the list
they got from the Grand Jury, this is your list,
DOMINIC, let's cover those hot calls over there.
• . . . •ACCARDO. . . . . and that could be fixed up by
the girl that could be a mistake.

•••••••••• .I'll tell her......

Yeah,*.*.

/.. . • • . • . .we did that before they came. ....
everything. low man.

Uh, representative. The only thing they could
do was make contact with the guy.

Well a lot of this is..... but anyhow we can claim
_lt“Could have been mixed up, we don't know about
it. Whoever takes them up, you understand? Sit
down I have to go over some of these things with
you from the book.

-*£ 1 -
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HUMPHREYS:

VI- .
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Ft--

• VOLPE:
v£ ;

/

It * s .okie cljclock already . . . .

,

Listen , remember wfien you went inbefore the _

Grand Jury,I toldyou tell the truth? Because
you* 11 only get caught for perjury. You know
I gave you good advice.

'

'

That's right. OX»')(&')

Because you think thatflHHBis. gonna. ... .those .V
other guys Jerks, then why should you get there

\

and get murdered. You don't sacrifice one for
another.

There's only one man I owed. ... I called everybody
else. ... that; international bunch they're

You didn^t dare say anything but the truth. You
got all those other guys, how the hell
could you ,' they ' re saying one thing and another,
how the hell could you do anything but tell the
truth, and there's nothing kinky about this deal.

;When.they had me. .you know the last time... the
guy from Washington^Attorney General's Office,
.... .ACCARDO.. .. ... .exclusive, I told
that's the way it is now. ...if you want to get to
him.....$50...;..MORGEN1..... and ACCARDO turned
around.. ..sell it.;... forget about the (obscene)
thing. ..... ——-—

-

- -
'

Well, is gunning for him now. ..I kinda
talked to.'. . tell : the truth , he had to tell the
truth, I was in there too many times, I had the
stock deal and I did everything.. .got his money
back.

.

Madison Street $2000
worth of stock..... he says how come you never
bothered to stocks. ......
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HUMPHREYS: JOE had that trouble too then he finally got his
broke off. Well they do that. No they’ll wait
until after the trial. If nothing new comes up
they Ml..... permit....Well, we’ll give them a bad
time on this. Listen we got a note from. ..see
they they filed his return, there's a W-2 form
that has to be. ..and returned, and that's missing

_ - -~ See. The' Judge told them now you find that or
I'm gonna have to throw this out. ^Band
^Isays they -can't find it, they sent it away
see, well that thing can get lost anywhere. So
it should have been filed with the indictment, in
order to do that they'll have to go and get a—

- new indictment and file that with it see. Alright,
now, they can go into jury though, you know this
doesn' t. . • .see but they would have to go thru the
whole thing over again. Now we think on that one
basis we can get it thrown out. You talk to

when you're over there. Listen, I'll call
you in a couple of days, soon as I get things out
of the way so we can prepare to go over everything
•••••see the guy in trouble can't work like the
guy that ’ s not in trouble . The guy that ' s not
in trouble can go out and work like hell cause
I can talked to people.. .Here's another things see,
we'll have about twenty-five steps, then we may
be having four or five guys . . . they may not be

- /f/-
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V
Tillywbiteguys buttheydid getstops.
Understand. Because the whole thing, no matter
what happens here VOLPB, that car. Whether he

used his car. Now if we have four or five guys
'take the stand saying that they met him several
-times in- his car and several times I give him
stops or be called in several times and I {give

him stops and he got ahold of me and I told the
girl to charge them to Now when you get
a guy on, and, like you take the Heights, now the
Heights, and the Near North Side, there are a

lot- of- stops in there.

VOLPE: .......

HUMPHREYS: We might get other people to do it.

VOLPE;

HUMPHREYS: Yeah, but you got one (obscene) ... .where all the
r -? food people. . . .and bartenders. . . .but we can get

the bosses, they didn’t talk to the bosses and
...the boss says....

I

gave you.

VOLPE: .......

7
HUMPHREYS: ,;.I went to. said don’t call him

there anymore. He thinks he’s being watched
and this and that and you’re conspiring and he....

VOLPE: ......... .one day these kids. ...... I was supposed
to call them but (obscene) let them come to me...
right track and one things and another .... anyway

f

I bad lunch with these two.. ...called the other
fellow dflR ..

I

didn’t want to look like I’m
trying to duck anybody, know what I mean.

- HUMPHREYS: I says the lawyers ,
well I didn't see you... but

thinks it’s a good policy because the
government may make you put him on as a witness of

yours and then they blast him but if they put him c

on as a witness. ...
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VOLPE:

HUMPHREYS:

VOLPE:

HUMPHREYS:

VOLPE:

HUMPHREYS:

VOLPE:

HUMPHREYS:

VOLPE:

HUMPHREYS: (t

That’s another thing they said vhen vas the last
"'tine you seen ACCARDO? Should I tell them that
I met ACCARDO at......

/They’re not gonna call you anymore. They can’t
call you after you get a subpoena.

Yeah but... say on the staiid, like....your naipe,

address

•

Oh, ve won’t go into all those things.

Oh, we won’t go over that.

Oh, we’ll go over everyting five before you go in,

You’re subpoenaed as a witness for them.

Yeah , they asked me .....

.

Veil I say one yesterday, I saw a

...... place, they had two more to serve,

Who was failing to work there?

VOLPE:

HUMPHREYS: Maybe some distillers?

VOLPE: ’two more to serve,

HUMPHREYS: You should have asked them, they're only
Marshals

•

VOLPE:

"HUMPHREYS:

Veil, look

..... .Marshal’s. .back. .you give. them twenty
bucks, you say listen who elseyou got, am I

the only guy, you know, right xteiirthey say no
we got so and so and so, we goV'm^lot of guys,
hut I won’t tell you.

- /fC- -
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VOLPE: c.

BUUFipYS;

VOLPE:

HUMPHREYS:

bouse, I called 1 and I got him

But you* ve got .

,

\

f
X'i

li
!:
w-

-S?;.

Yeah but don't you see said he wasgoing.
Veil, someone should have calledVHv
phone booth. ...ve had trouble with.

It would appear that VOLPE is being questioned
concerning information he has regarding ACCARDO’s association
with his company and information which he furnished the Federal
Grand Jury and/or investigators . The. reference by HUMPHREYS
to "hot calls" is believed^to^pertai^to beer orders called
in by phone and given to aka. , WI^IP who
recorded the call on sales slips and then made a notation on
the account card. •

concerns
), Foxhead Brewing Company,

Vaukasha, Wisconsin, who was responsible for the hiring of
ACCARDO. Reference to MORGAN concerns HENRY MORGAN, Schlitz
Distributor in Chicago and sole owner of Premium Beer Sales
Inc., until his death in March, 1959.

GODFREY;

HUMPHREYS:

GODFREY:

HUMPHREYS:

GODFREY:

HUMPHREYS:

This doctor told me to stay off of my feet.

Yeah, well the other doctor told you that too.

He also told me to take aspirin.

Before you go. You didn’t get any beer accounts
did you? I'll talk to you about it later.

Yeah, I. ..it on

Yeah, well, I know, I just wanted you to know.
Here, here's the Carribean, here's three stops,
did you get those? X

COVER PAGE
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GODFREY;

HUMPHREYS:

GODFREY:

HUMPHREYS:

GODFREY:

HUMPHREYS:

GODFREY:

HUMPHREYS:

GODFREY:

HUMPHREYS:

Is that. .BALI HI and. ..yeah these Mere, this is...

Yeah.".

Although the third one I did not get oh, yes I

did but there . was- nothing there.

But you got it. If he only sold one case it
doesn't make any difference. Gotta make good
will too you know.

Now this is a and that's all you got.
You didn't do so good. . .. v _

And that on there that's

Who's QHHHIHHP?
....a friend of A colored
gonna testify, a guy by the name ofJ

that's

....and this is^B
That ain't much of a stop.

That don't make any difference. . .and this one is
the Gingold (phonetic) the Gingold is., all over
town. 5122 Lake Park Avenue. Book in there or
something?

GODFREY:

FERRARO:

HUMPHREYS:

I don’t know.

VOLPE got his subpoena huh?

Yeah. They're handing them all out, they're
working like hell. ..... .You see I have a fight up
in the office, lawyers office, I wanted to get
ahold of ... .see here's a guy in custody. .made a
mistake when they bought off a. ...Now we can't
send one guy to jail to take another guy out...
supposed to be a right guy.

What did he say?

-/ft -
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HUMPHREYS:
t6C-»Y$

*
. .him anddHH (phonetic) ough^t^eev,
hut he^ says to hell with this we’ll
just' sell him" the beer , you understand? And
uh....you're nuts and he... the same lawyer because
to us guys.. ..so I got in an argument with him.

FERRARO: )said he bought it?

j, HUMPHREYS: Yeah, he bought it off of VOLPE.

j| FERRARO: Veil we can’t use him.

h " ..HUMPHREYS: No. But VOLPE told them over at the grand jury,
see that's what I'p checking on, I'm trying to
get these stories straight so we don't get on
the wrong track and lose the guy and then figure
what we did wrong. VOLPE said that he told them

'V . that
.
BHHB sent him over to the track, you

understand? So, uh, that's the question, so
that'll all come out on the witness stand. Now

I V they'll call a guy like this and he'll say YOLPE
sold me this cause you see VOLPE giving it to him— at $.25 a case that's a big deal, that's against

:*•" the law, did you know that?
r \ .• -• • ..

L FERRARO: No.

HUMPHREYS: It is. Both the brewery and the distributor they
can get their licenses, revoked. Now that's the
whole problem there, so this is a bad spot in the
case and there must be other bad spots. If you
got one here. I think in the defense of this
case, if we take three or four of our key guys
like, I've got that appointment at three o'clock.

FERRARO: Oh, really.

- HUMPHREYS: This is a guy I want to start working with you
know get his mind familiar and take what ya call
it from the Heights and the Heights is always....
all the west side crowd.

FERRARO:
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HUMPHREYS:

FERRARO:

HUMPHREYS:

.......We had to prove that the guy and the gal.....
and JOE's._ See, that's my best. . .so. . .met JOE on
three or four occasions

Could have met him three or four times a week.

That doesn't make any difference, he couldn't be
every place. They met him and at different times
and they've been out with him and drank, and JOE
always had his car with him. You. . . . .Now all you
have to have.. so many decent... and JOE's not taking
the stand, that's where we're in a bad way.......

FERRARO:

HUMPHREYS:

FERRARO:

HUMPHREYS:

Well, didn't that hurt you already?;
up what WOLPE told them..

isaid so.

, brought

Isn't” that perjury?

Yeah, if they can prove it. They gotta have
proof for it. They'd have to get VIHRto certify

;T
-..‘T_”T-th^^^wouldn' t they, that'a be too (obscene)MM could deny it but if#^<1068^ tsay

nothing, they haven't got a case, there’s just
one guy against another. You see the idea?

HUMPHREYS conversation with FERRARO and GODFREY again
relates-to beer accounts in connection with the ACCABDO case.
The identity of unknown. Reference to
probably concerns,

vrn^?a^ one of the ACCARDO accounts. It would appear
that~MI^HIH^is causing a problem inasmuch as he can testify
that VOLPE was the salesman on this
Reference to,

>unt and not ACCARDO.
relates to

and who was directly responsible for
introducing ACCARDO to VOLPE and
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HUMPHREYS:

FERRARO:

HUMPHREYS:

FERRARO:

HUMPHREYS:

FERRARO:

HUMPHREYS:

FERRARO:

iHUMPHREYS:

FERRARO:

HUMPHREYS:

FERRARO:

HUMPHREYS:

FERRARO:

HUMPHREYS:

FERRARO:

That's the dangerous thing, that's what we were
fighting about the other day. I don't mind fighting
with you' and I but I don* t want an outsider in
there. I keep fighting those guys about it. How
can they sit down with a guy like aQd this
and that? You get behind. .. .this guy to do
business with. So this whole thing.. .girl
before. . .she's squawking too. This guy that's in
the pen is squawking.

Yeah.

You plan to squelch him?

Yeah, we can get a release on the guy.... very
important thing.

We can get him.

in touch.

Can we get her in..

Get her and lay her. Now if she takes the stand
there gors their witness out the window.

I talked to lawyers ... and (obscene) they're dead
after that. Now we haven't done anything wrong
we just set him up.

.

.make a record of it then no one can,

....for a stool pigeon.

...Then you have^BHHpdown there in the can...
weeks*. ... •••••. .connected. .

.

.and maybe break that case at that.
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HUMPHREYS: -

•

1 Sure.' If we can work it, you get too many cases
and you get confused. I talked to him about your

- brothers case and he said he* s gonna want
-i-.— 4’—with the appelate. ... .division because in that

. division there* s a lot of Republicans. .. .most of
. . them are riding free. Do you understand it?

FERRARO: Yeah. C^(7)(

HUMPHREYS: That's very important. And none of those Judges
have been banned from our Criminal Courts . So
he said its easy to get in there and they have all
got political connections. And there's guys like
...... .and (phonetic) he's weak. But

;he*s all right .7

- The above conversation concerns as set
forth in re airtel July 22, 1960, and would apparently be
related to their efforts to eliminate VHvas a government
witness. ‘ It--is believed they make reference to a woman, identity
unknown, who. could possibly testify for the government and it
would appear that they plan some action which could impeach the
character of this witness.

- — At this point
engage in conversation with

HUMPHREYS as follows:

HUMPHREYS:

GODFREY:

HUMPHREYS:

HUMPHREYS:

I'd like to have you read this

I gotta go CURLEY.

I'm gonna be here. I'm gonna work late tonight,
Gotta get moving here. Go outside and read it.

You can't put this man on there.





J

„.TOMPHREYS:t;J_ t!m_ not going to sacrifice one guy for another
guy. And I challenged everybody when I come

— here. i . .‘.I’m the one that* s friendly with all
those people. I don't care what they tell 'em,
but I'd personally rather go to Jail than to
hurt a guy. But I would not do it. I would say
"no sir, I don’t know the fella" and then let
them do what they want. But in a case like this
there's no use talkin

HUMPHREYS: See he says that can testify to this
thing.

Upon the departure of an individual
identified as ROSS and believed to be ROSS PRIO has the
following discussion with HUMPHREYS:

HUMPHREYS: 1 Hiya fat boy, you got your jail house suit on
today I see. You come to see me with your jail

:‘v.7 - ~ house suit on Did you go to pay your
respects to the president?

PRIO: I seen him.

HUMPHREYS: Did you tell him who you were and that you were
glad he was in the city and that you were king
of the North Side?

PRIO: Yes sir.

HUMPHREYS: .....Listen while you are here, I'm in
session today, I want you to look over these
things, now I want you to take your time. Now
these are stops .... there ' s where he got the
Chez Paree ....

PRIO: Yeah.
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HUMPHREYS: Here ’ s some more out of town. You got the
...

. originals?

HUMPHREYS: Look these over here and see which ones...
remember them all.

PRIO: The important things is

HUMPHREYS: Must be the owe me. I wanted you to see
which ones, most of those are all in your
territory. Now you must of got them all. If you
didn't get them all yourself, you must have got

~ them by remote control someway through somebody.
Like I did, I 1 used to have a guy say, er, get
that stop for me.

PRIO: I talked to. .. .personally ...

HUMPHREYS: Take your time, there's no rush.

PRIO: ........

HUMPHREYS: That's alright if you got them. It doesn't
make any difference if they're closed or not.

PRIO: But see on the other side... so in case they

HUMPHREYS:" No, you say they’re out of business but I got
them, that's all.

PRIO: ........his name is not on the list

HUMPHREYS: You had someone get it for you, you don’t know
who.

PRIO: That right. Yes, I had someone get it, I asked
everybody I knew, do you know this fellow do you
know that fellow.

PRIO: horn. . .somebody else must have gotten
this see I got the original list anyway
without these.
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'HUMPHREYS:

PR10: --

HUMPHREYS:

PRIO:

HUMPHREYS:

PRIO:

HUMPHREYS:

PRIO:

HUMPHREYS:

PRIO:

HUMPHREYS:

PRIO:

HUMPHREYS:

PRIO:

HUMPHREYS:

PRIO:

HUMPHREYS:

This we got out of the Grand Jury room.

. . . .Devonshire
^

—

These are made.. . .something, where?

I got my guy... they got that already

..clear, you know?

this is the same thing. . .these accounts....

You got that?

Rush-Street.. they got it.. ..Gus's Pub.
Sedgewick house. ....

Well some of those places, if you are answering
questions say yeah I got it but I Must have got
it through someone else, I don't know.

I don't recollect they commented. .. .addresses
.....I know the spot. ... .know what I mean?

Well who do you think got it?

These, well these are,

No, those are 555 I don't know what's keeping
that up there . ,

Well here, see this here now that's

Where's the other

Judging 1202, 1376, 1602, 2069, .... these
are all. .....

Then this got ^0|^^from the Heights....
Yeah, is that yours?
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PRIO: 350 Walton.

HUMPHREYS:

PRIO:

Then north of Lake Street ... .put your initial by
there. ..... all right, leave it out. ...all these
are people

Now this is Grand Avenue.

HUMPHREYS: Yeah.

PRIO:

HUMPHREYS:

PRIO:

HUMPHREYS:

PRIO:

HUMPHREYS:

PRIO:

HUMPHREYS:

Now all the rest of these with the exception of
the few right here... you see Blue Island goes
all the way down here.

OK that's Blue Island then.
tBfr)©

...lthis can be here, this
address here, this one

s

(phonetic)
here, 316 Arch Street (phonetic) that's ours.
1126 Broadway, he's got the west side of the city

.Sacramento Kedzie. . Kedzie, south Kedzie,
....you know CHUCKY ENGLISH ought to be here too...
this isiHHPHUI^BB you see this is
Kedzie Avenue, south.

You didn't belong to the five horseman did you?
You know where they're at?

Yeah I know where they're at Chicago Avenue
.... .National, Chicago Avenue, Chicago or Division

yeah that's all

This is the Heights here also.

I still got the original one that I got.

I can see that.

PRIO: Couldn’t bring it.

HUMPHREYS: Can you bring it down in the morning?

PRIO: Oh sure.

-///K -
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HUMPHREYS

PRIO:

ClrX^
Good, I'll be here in the morning. About
10 : 30 . _ I want to get the idea before I get
into this stuff. We have to move' because if
this thing goes up to ten, ve have to move
fast because they're handing out subpoenaes
already. VOLPE was in here a little while ag<

and they gave him one already. Yeah they giv<
one yesterday. The guy said I have

a couple of more, but the dumb (obscene) didn
ask who they were for. He didn't say anythin,
to the guy. I would have said who are they f<

maybe I can help you. But he said it was
. ...raining and he didn't feel like going out and

listening to the (obscene). NOw you see
the main thing now that you have to work

.out in very important, you got these stops
and different things. You don't know dates
or nothing. Now you have to work out when yo
met JOE and his Mercedes Benz, you've seen th.

car haven't you?

Yeah.

HUMPHREYS: Have you rode in it?

PRIO: No I didn't ride in it.

HUMPHREYS: You couldn't get your big (obscene) in it.

No he wouldn't let me in it either. Wouldn’t
let it-. He's like a little baby
Anyhow, you know about the car. Now where
have you seen the man and how many times you
met him, you don't know but you met him

. numerous times.

PRIO: At least once a month.

HUMPHREYS: Maybe twice, three times a month and he’d ask
you about this stop and that stop or JOE woul(
have some stops and some stops you couldn't
get for him. You know. And you talk like
you're telling the truth. You are telling
the truth.
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PRTOT^t:

pr;;TCv''
:

Any~jointthey went in t^ey can 1 1

were forced

.

CirX-iy^

say they— -

HUMPHREYS: Now a lot of these guys said that they didn't
' buy it. Now that they didn’t know anybody.

Now see - we have to be a little careful.
We don't want to hurt guys if we can help
it see. Two wrongs won't make a right.

PHIO: ' I know. All our guys, or most of them, said
Gee I don't know. Cause they didn't want to

put nobody on the spot and they figured by
saying something it would be putting somebody
on the spot.

Well we know that, naturally they denied it.

They never said that never came in here,
they just said that JOE didn't come in here.

HUMPHREYS: That's right, So you've met JOE. You understan*

And I’m just trying to figure out ROSS, if it

wouldn't be better for JOE. You see JOE'S gett
around to these spots where he went in. You
know, if it wouldn't be better for JOE to
say he met three of four key men. That's all
the guys there is. There isn't a million guys
that they can tear into. And if he takes three
or four key guys and the guys talk the truth
and say yes I went in and got these spots, well
who did you talk to, well I talked to this
fellow and that fellow and I know that they're
the owners, I talked to them, bpying drinks and

~ - - they put it in. ' You understand. Because I

ordered. A lot of places I went into I wouldn’-

order the beer cause they don't have it. A

demand is to create a sale. The minute that
you go into a spot and ask for something and th<

guy doesn't have it he'll put it in. He'll
figure you're a good customer. Now you have to

get your mind made up good now cause when you gc

into the lawyer now he'll take a statement from

you. But the statement Ja not to be used. It's

for your recollection. iYou know to question yoi

on the stand. You know. I got in bad with
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this statement then I'm in good shape then I

know what I got. He's got a lot of confidence
though ROSS, in knocking this case out, he thin,

he's got him beat on the one thing, because the
Judge he's a bad (obscene) up there. He's a
(obscene). This KAUFMAN when they filed JOE's
income tax, he could get a year, exposing incom
tax. Even the DA. Income tax papers. That
should have kept in the Grand Jury room. And n
exposed to the newspapers. Now they pounced on
that and the courts just over ruled them.
Wouldn't go along with them. Now there's a W-2
that's filed with this form, tells how much was
held back from your wages, now the I-2 was miss
ing. And the lawyer challenged them on that in
court, he said I want that W-2, he figures that
they can’t get it. Well those papers they thro»
them away after they get the information on the
books, so the Judge finally told them you're
gonna. . .these are not complete returns. You'll
have to have the W-2. He says you've done away
with some of these returns. You either get thei

or you know what. That's the only thing he sai<
Good. So they figure Baybe he'll throw it out.
But to bring you up to date, we're booked for
Sept. 12 to go to trial and that's a set. date,
now we're challenging, we're appealing to the
court, you know we're giving them a little
trouble tol.keep the DA busy.

.
Keep filing things

Course there's a rule if-you go to the North
Side before a case is completed they say well
your coming in here and ^rpu haven't given the
case a fair hearing in the lower court. Wait
till you did some thing wrong then bring it in
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here. Now he gonna go in as soon as we get

it over and past this Grand Jury and things

he gonna. waive a lot and then he’s gonna
mandamus the judge in the Circuit Court of

Appeals. Which I never heard of that. A
mandamus? To make him set another date. In

other words, he’s claiming that they had
seventeen months to stake this indictment and

they give him three weeks to defend himself.

So there’s an unfair decision as far as the
lower court is concerned and we’re trying to

get it past the election. They want to get it

before the election. They want to get the
publicity on it you see. We want to push it

back. If we can I don’t think they’ll even
be interested in the case

.

The above appears to be self-explanatory. HUMPHREYS*

reference to KAUFFMAN concerns JULIUS KAUFFMAN, Federal Judge

assigned to the ACCARDO case and his reference to ’’if you go

to the North side before a case ” refers to the Circuit

Court of Appeals located at 1200 Lake Shore Drive.

U- ;

)

.

i
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On August 8, I960, advised that^^^'^
MURRAY HUMPHREYS andQtHHH^ Chicago top hoodlums,
had a discussion at Celano's. Also present during
.part of this conversation was HY GODFREY, runner and
bodyguard for Chicago top hoodlums.

GODFREY : Last Thursday?

GODFREY : Thursday, was the 4th.

"'t

HUMPHREYS: That's one that ..... You don't give him any
money do you?

HUMPHREYS: I was trying to catch you.

HUMPHREYS: That doesn't run 40 50, each of 'em drove for me,

HUMPHREYS: It sure didn't. Remember when you put that there
Polish kid in that ... in that packing house, and
they were gonna send them three guys to the
penitentiary I had 'em throw 'em out don't you
remember that

.
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HUMPHREYS: I had to give them 3500.

’ From the above conversation it appears that

HUMPHREYS
j^s^^naicates that he had to pay $3,500 for some sort
of a fix or payoff.

HUMPHREYS, and GODFREY then discussed the
automobile accident of HY GODFREY with a car on August 7,
1960. GODFREY had a front end collision which will cost
about $500 for the repair of his car. HUMPHREYS tells
GODFREY that he has warned him for some time that GODFREY
was not a good driver and was too wreckless.

- HUMPHREYS then made the following comment, to
concerning his apparent effectiveness in avoiding

physical surveillances:

’’When I’m at home I never call, I always go
out. You know what, I think that's why there not on me so
much. ... they can’t find anything.... they wait, wait
and wait, so the hell with him, you know, no use working
on him anymore. That (obscene) is smart.”

According to FRANK FERRARO, Chicago (k
top hoodlum, appeared at Celano's at about 10:45 AM on
August 8, 1960, and inquired as to the whereabouts of
HUMPHREYS. FERRARO was told that HUMPHREYS was out and
that HUMPHREYS had a meeting at 11 o'clock. FERRARO then
proceeded to count money with an unknown individua^^during
which time several comments were overheard by
and are as follows:

UNKNOWN

FERRARO : Yuh.
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UNKNOWN

FERRARO

UNKNOWN

Yeh. ,

- f

FERRARO

UNKNOWN

FERRARO

Yuh, VOGEL’S

I can’t add5^thousand on there.
These are

VOGEL referredt^is apparent ly EDWARD VOGEL^^t
Chicago top hoodlum and^flH^is a known alias off|^| former Chicago top hoodlum.

During' the c ounting, FERRARO is advised that .

ROSS PRIO and a (LNU) were waiting to see him.

ROSSPRIO is a former Chicago top hoodlum. According to
FERRARO then left Celano’s, apparently in the

company of PRIO and^^^)
((rX^

advised that HUMPHREYS returned to

Celano’s at about 2:30 PM on August 8, 1960, and indicated

to an employee that he, HUMPHREYS, was supposed to meet
a 3:00 PM.^HHH||^is a west side hoodlum
and gambler HUMPHREYS' then" made a telephone call to

and the following portion of* HUMPHREYS’
conversation was overheard:

HUMPHREYS: Hello, is there^Itello counselor.

Just answer my question. ^iHHIBgot one of

these form letters that you showed me today on

your desk. What’s he do with that? It says

that this case must be trie.d or. it is likely

that it will be settled without trial. So it’s

going to be trial isn’t it.f?f-So it can wait till

then. All right. He has to? get someone to

represent him, doesn't he? All right. Goodbye.
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(Bfi)(ttY

entered Celano's and had the following l

conversation with MURRAY HUMPHREYS: ^
HUMPHREYS: He- says bring it next week. So bring it in to

him, then he'll go over it with you and he'll
tell you what to do.

HUMPHREYS: I'll follow it up, you remind me. Today I've
got ..... convention.

HUMPHREYS: Well we can't tell see. We stalled it till
September in accountrof JOE’s case. Now JOE's
case goes to trial so we should get another
continuance on it.

HUMPHREYS: . Can't tell the government Did MOONEY
straighten out with ya?

HUMPHREYS: It'll take time but you know how MOONEY is he
says something to you and then he'll tell it to
you two years later... then he'll say (obscene)
I forgot all about it. I give him some money to
MOONEY here last year and he kept it a whole
year on me and finally I says say, it was one
of those nights he met me in Berwyn, what are
you on the muscle? He says what do you mean
on the muscle? I says you got money off of me
you got a pretty good package too. And he says
you did like hell. I said oh yes you did and he
says (obscene) I give it to .^someone else. You
think I'd lend him anymore mbn£y, it doesn't
bother the guy. ^

.
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HUMPHREYS:

HUMPHREYS:

HUMPHREYS:

'(^CfTcej
The only (obscene) thing

Yeah,. well I’m glad he is. Well we're waiting
for him because he's been neglecting things. Wait
till we catch him this time, we'll burn his
(obscene). Running away and leaving and we don't
know how to do things or what.

What he does and we don ’ t know how to move
,
you

know, we don't know what to do.

HUMPHREYS: He's got some girl down there.

HUMPHREYS: Yeah, he gets going pretty good then he’ll get
. ... tired of her.

HUMPHREYS: Yeah, he's going pretty good with her. Last
month we got the rumor he got married and we
were all waiting for ’em and we kidded him when
he come in and he says no, that's all he says,
nothing- else. We were hoping he did because then
he's settle down a little, cause he'll kill
himself this way.

HUMPHREYS: He gives those girls anything they ask for and
doesn't think anything of it, you know he's a good
hearted guy. He'd give you anything. And he gives
this show girl a .... ring.
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HUMPHREYS:

*3 ’ -

-CBWfc')-

Broke a 100. He wasn*t kicking the ball around,
was he? He knows all the tricks you know.

HUMPHREYS: He used to.
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HUMPHREYS: __No, and don't you ever sign it either. Listen,
: when they try to make it clever’ with you and
' get you to sign any papers, don't you:sign

anything don't you touch anything like that
unless you talk to me, cause if you do, if you
give 'em a financial statement from that day
on you're through.

HUMPHREYS: Veil, if he did he's through. Here's what
happened. Now, I signed one see, in order to

- - settle my tax in 1947 and I gave them 25
thousand and 20 years they had that on me see.

HUMPHREYS: I didn't really owe the thing, it wasnt-t my
account and 1 got found guilty on the (obscene)
thing, .... to couple of other guys but I can't
tell them that. But I got found guilty on it
anyway. I give them everything I could, so they
couldn't find anything so finally JACK told me,
/JACK says go on up to^BBMWK that was the
first time I met me
-to make an offer of 25 thousand dollars and in

^ order to make an offer 1 had to sign a net worth,
. so -Treasury .and I said no, then they finally come
here and said what will you give us? I said I'd
give you so much

HUMPHREYS: Yeah, don't sign a corporate return cause from
that day on they'll.... like if you sign it
today you have to build yourself up from there.
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HUMPHREYS:

HUMPHREYS:

On that corporate thing you ;have to write that |

you’ll give them a financial statement.

Of what you got. They got you again unless you
pay for it that year, you have to keep building
it up all the time. I finally kept raising my
income.

HUMPHREYS: Yeah, same thing cover yourself, it’s a damn
shame, then if you get in trouble four or five
years say well I had that six hundred thousand

r of what you'rejtalking about, you understand?

HUMPHREYS: Well, why didn’t... pay on it, I mean the house?

HUMPHREYS: 30 years per year?

HUMPHREYS: What' kind of a car you driving,
any clubs?' ,

You belong to

HUMPHREYS: You never show what you won gambling?



CG 92-348 V ' V——r-— — r — (\r) (rr)C<&

" V > The above conversation apparently deals with T
the present income tax plight of ^BBBB^_which_^s__^ 1

probably the reason for his contacting
—- through- HUMPHREYS x -^JACK-jjeferred to as the one who

introduced HUMPHREYS to€H9HHB is apparently JACK
"Greasy Thumb" GUZIK (deceased). ' The conversation switched
then to the following:

HUMPHREYS: Oh, sure, see, his was more of a social gathering
and those ... they ... guys should have played
that social gathering and ... got away too, you
know they could have sit in on a social gathering.



i 5

HUMPHREYS: Well they got other coppers there. It turned
out that they had the whole (obscene) state
covered, you know.

HUMPHREYS: I think they’ll get a reversal if it stands up
‘“.7' .then they got two laws. One’s in the

meantime even the guy that setting in the can,
. didn’t you. hear his talk here on television,
he says if they hadn’t, er, if they’d a stayed,
er, hadn't stayed on the 5th Amendment, they'd
all been out.

HUMPHREYS: That's right. See, once you open the door you
have to go through.

*

HUMPHREYS: Yeah. ,It's embarrassing sometimes you’d like
to tell the guy off but you can't you gotta
let him have his show.

JOE referred to is ANTHONY ACCARDO. The above
apparently hs reference to the Appalachian meeting of
hoodlums in 1957.

HUMPHREYScompared
it with the Appalachian gathering and their subsequent
arrest in New York. They also commented on the use of the
5th Amendment and the fact that it can be a de trinent as
well as a shield since once taken, you can '.t back down and
say anything in your defense.
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The conversation then changed to the following:
*|f

r.—

HUMPHREYS:

<- -

.

:

'

HUMPHREYS:

Well on that kind of a question I’d rather have
Republicans than Demo's. I don't think they're
going to win. Just analyze it ... AL SMITH
couldn't make it, well they started that rumor
about Catholics and all that (obscene), it was
an underground thing, see, and there's one thing
about that KENNEDY, if he goes around with his
wife with his hair over his eye, it will kill
him. Old people won't go for that, the young
guys wouldn't care, but the old guys won't go
for it

and HUMPHREYS then discussed the following:
•

You see the thing that makes it bad is around
here, those coppers you can't trust. You tell
someone and they turn you in. They're all trying
to be a hero. You don't know who the hell is who.

HUMPHREYS: Crime Commission.

HUMPHREYS: What's the difference, if another guys in there
.... he can be just as bad.

HUMPHREYS: Yeah ....
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HUMPHREYS: ~

—

If- anyth
He fi£ur
When you

ing- happens, -he'll talk

es no use talking to an;

go in you'll have some

to me again,
ybody now.
one represent

you . . .

.

• • • -

HUMPHREYS: It is a trial

HUMPHREYS: All right, and I’ll follow it up. If there. is
any differences right away .....

referred to is a

(K>M
(BhYtfy fti

is not too clear on the above reference tomam . however, it is indicated by
that he is not pleased withBHIB

On August 8, 1960, advised that
attempted to telephonicallycontact HY

f iA/tYcV lt$\
‘ST 4-' ’Pa 1 a a f a 1% a« t 4- ahaaan o «i>a a +a1 <4 Vv JV / JGODFREY at Celano r s without success* ^^^was told v

that GODFREY would call him back upon'his return. HY
GODFREY^sa runner and bodyguard for Chic

is probably identical with Bfl
BBHH^HBHBiHB^BHBl and who is believed to have
had^conversationwith HUMPHREYS on August 6, 1960, at
Celano's.

On August 9, 1960, CBHBIB advised that QMS
MURRAY HUMPHREYS^Chicago top hoodlum^and an individual (JrXtyify'.fy
referred to as probably had the follow-
ing conversation at Celano'si'
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HUMPHREYS: Nothing.

!
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him that I want it?

!-^V

HUMPHREYS: That's JOHNNY ROSELLI ' s coat you got there.
There it is it's a (obscene) trench coat he

wears just like that .... the Hollywood kid,

COVER PAGE
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Polak refers to
JOHNNY ROSELLI is a Salt Lake City top hoodlum

and an associate of

The above conversation concerned the raid of
the States Attorney’s Office on September 5, 1959, of a
gambling establishment of ROCGO FISCHETTI in Cicero, Illinois
FISCHETTI is a cousin of the late AL CAPONE and a former
Chicago top hoodlum. During this raid, about $89,200.00
was confiscated as contraband by the States Attorney’s
Office and is in the custody of Cook County Treasurer
LORENZ. On August 3, 1960, Judge KAHNS ruled that the
gambling raid was illegal, without a warrant , and ordered
the return of the confiscated money
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;J; -i,
' Shortly after the departure of 4HHI

associate
hoodlums', and .HURRAY HUMPHREYS had the following conver-
sation- concerning-the rabove ment ioned court discussion

HUMPHREYS: :
'i i .-'. Going in this afternoon with the petition.

HUMPHREYS: Okay, but has run away today ,
he's ducking.

So what, they're going* do is they're going to

trap him and catch him ....

So that's the situation.

I COVER PAGE
\
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HUMPHREYS: Well, that (obscene) runs like he was going to
- a wale or something .... so the only thing you
can do is catch him off base.

HUMPHREYS: Yuh, but as soon as you get that thing issued . . .

.

HUMPHREYS: .... he’s trying to be a wise guy, so you
.1. \ . catch him ....

HUMPHREYS: Well, I’m telling you what to do, and do it
—- that way. And you’ll be all right.

HUMPHREYS: Isn’t this a nice country? When we can do that.
You couldn't do this in Russia.

HUMPHREYS: If you were back in Russia, they would say that
you were against the Party.

HUMPHREYS: The main thing is make him a .party of it. Now,
if it's turned over to turn

it over to you so you got something.

COVER PAGE
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HUMPHREYS: .... that’s why I called you. You see in the
State's grounds, they're on good ground if you
didn't have the guy into it. They got him in
there ....

COVER PAGE
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i

HUMPHREYS: But he doesn't get 30 days to answer that.

HUMPHREYS: Well, you're supposed to do it now.

HUMPHREYS: I knew that money that's all, I don't want
no iobscene). You're fooling with a lot of
money there.

HUMPHREYS: If it was your money, you’d give the guy a

punch in the mouth.

from

had talked to

then asked HUMPHREYS i f he ha^heard

HUMPHREYS indicated to that he
a while ago.

The conversation then changed to the following:

HUMPHREYS: Swell, listen, Mr. ^BHBB (phonetic), I think
I ought to give him the other $500 and let you
guys kick it back to me when you get it, huh?

COVER PAGE
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HUMPHREYS: Yeah, I’ll tell him it’s not customary to hold
up purse snatcher cases, what do you think
you’re buying, merchandise or something? ns .

known to

j vu Jk V wujr jiug
| iuvjk v/x dvjuc tuxug ;

The significance of the above conversation is not(KjC7)ftS)

hoodlum. HUMPHREYS told HH^^P that will be at ((rV*?VeiFritzel’s^^iChicago restaurant, at about noon that day, Jl

and that CHI had not been to Fritzel’s for some time.

According to^HHHH HUMPHREYS then asked v \\HH for two good tickets to the All Star Football Game((j-)(*7)(fcV.&

to be held in Chicago 6h August 12, 1960. CHAHthen
gave HUMPHREYS two tickets in Section 123, Row 23. and
claimed that he had obtained these tick
who is anDarent

HHI then asked HUMPHREYSthe whereabouts of
, probably referring to^BBHBC a Chicago top

HUMPHREYS told
tickets for the Arm
roininent

to the following

got him

The conversation then switched





> .

~
'? Vy.-;- *

.
*v\

a^««yr%
- y-

^pr' .TXT* .*? .

JErav -**v £ *3

^

»>.

On August 10,,; I960, advised that MURRAY (^(a^
HUMPHREYS and^1 Chicago .Top Hoodlums , had a conversa- ... _

tion at Celano’s. This conversation is as follows:

HUMPHREYS

:

Well, the whole thing depends here, this
kid, how friendly you got with him, if
you're real friendly with him then you talk
to him. Then you get hold of FRANKIE and
explain this thing to him, he has to use
his own judgment.

HUMPHREYS It's a hellava thing to let a guy go to
the can.

HUMPHREYS FRANKIE doesn't have to handlevit, all he
has to do is say to the copperVsay the kidte

all right, that's all, he doesn't have to say

no more.

200
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HUMPHREYS:

HUMPHREYS:

HUMPHREYS

:

That's all. I wouldn't take a chance on
sending' a guy to the can for twenty years.

Yeah, that's our business to take...

But you can tell FRANKIE and maybe FRANKIE
knows -the guy .real. well. And you know FRANKIE
is a likeable fellow everybody likes that guy.

All he has to say to the guy is if you want
to do business let the guy go ahead. He's
all right, I know he's all right, I don't knov.

him but I know some friends of his and they
told me he's all right. And then he's not in

The above conversation indicates tha^an individual,

not identified, who is apparently friendly with has been

arrested and is. wanted in California . HUMPHREYS is consider-
-ing“h^aving FRANK LA PORTE,- Syndicate gambling boss in South

Cook County, who apparently is presently in California, inter-
- cede for this individual- and get him out j)f_Jiis_ predicament.

HUMPHREYS told that he got two tickets on

|^::^^^the 50 yard line for the All Star Footbal^Gaga^ip^^eld
i?in Chicago on October 12, 1960, forV 'V

- 20P -
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HUMPHREYS then made the following comment concerning

’’That ^H^is a funny guy, I was vaMng down Wabash
in back of him the other day, every half a block he stops and
turns and looks around. Like looking for somebody or
someplace"..

^

and HUMPHREYS then discussed the following
concerning the probability of obtaining a passport, apparently
for Mrs. HUMPHREYS:

HUMPHREYS

:

My old lady have her meet... at the county
and have him get her a passport with the kind
of trouble she had going for it, I don’t know
if they figured its my wife...

HUMPHREYS :

HUMPHREYS

:

Oh, they’ll make her identity.

one day.
(phonetic) can get it in

HUMPHREYS Yuh . . .They can get it right away.

HUMPHREYS told ^Bithat MOONEY, SAM GIANCANA,
Chicago Top Hoodlum, is believed to be returning to Chicago
on Friday or Saturday. HUMPHREYS told^^Bthat he, HUMPHREYS,
has to call ^that_lawyerB||^M^n^tak^car^o^hi^son in

HUMPHREYS said tha^^ad
RALPH PIERCE, former Chicago Top Hoodlum, call)4^H!jHHft
_a gambling figure in Las Vegas, concerning theTr«»eireations

forBHV son and save him some money.
'

- 20Q -
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Following the departure of f^HBIHt FRANK FERRARO
4f~o-i Atirviief 1 H ' 1 QfiH ' flnH ‘ hoH +fio fnl 1 nminor »Vrrived at Celanofe oh August 10, 1960, and had the following

conversation with HUMPHREYS concerning HUMPHREYS’ pending
hotel transactions:

FERRARO:

HUMPHREYS

:

HUMPHREYS : They are working on this hotel in back
here.

FERRARO : What hotel?

HUMPHREYS : The Alexandria Hotel .
. CI^HiHC> 4HH

C^^Bhas been with the. .. for 15 or 20 years,
and I forgot about the . . . becaus^he ’ s got the
hotel at 47th and Drexel and CHIB wants to
buy that hotel... and I knowCB (phonetic)
and 1 asked if he would take a million dollars.
Well that too much money.

FERRARO: 47th and Drexel?

HUMPHREYS: That’s a big hotel . ..ant^they got a cabaret...
a colored hotel andCHBB got a drug store
and he’s been there for years and he wanted
to buy it see. So he thought he could get
it for 500 thousand. So when I called him...

a million dollars is too much money. I thought
I could put the pressure on him the other

_ way and have him come to me, and then I could
talk business with him. Then 1 called CH
to get this hotel off of CHHI y°u seeBH^H**
and I was putting the drive on him.

From the above conversation it appears that
HUMPHREYS is no longer interested in the Sutherland Hotel

at 47th and Drexel due to the million dollar cost and is

attempting to purchase the Alexandria Hotel, jipssibly through

FERRARO:

HUMPHREYS

:

20R _
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enter Celano '.s and the following conversation takes place
with HUMPHREYS

, and FERRARO concerning their attempts
to recover ROCCO FISCHETTI ’ s confiscated $89,200:

HUMPHREYS

:

. ,so^—Pwent to a funeral^amT^
he's ducking. . . .and^lHilB comes
to me... and the judge says that he’s never
seen anything like this, and the States
Attorney can't get away with a thing like
this guy.

FERRARO:

HUMPHREYS

:

Who knows maybe he can get away with it,

Well he isn’t what we want to do is

.

.. ~

to put him in the petition, because
has got the money.

FERRARO

:

Hi Judge .

Hi Mil
BRODKIN:

HUMPHREYS: Shut the door.

- 20S -
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FERRARO: Do you think he*s dodging it?

_ 20U _
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HUMPHREYS Well, here's from an outsider's^vlewpoint

.

That raid in Evanston they had something to
do with it. They figured he's got all the

- 20W -
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glory here on this raid and he's hollering
back and forth and they didn't want to build
"upThis" publicity" stand to have it followed
through.... . . .
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on August 11) 1960 ,
that MURRAY

HUMPHREYS and Chicago Top Hoodlums, had a discussion

at Celano *s this date . HUMPHREYS placed a telephon^all to

UrXi)Ccy(b>

the Bismarck Hotel , Parlor -B

is

who

The following conversation took place between
HUMPHREYS, (LNU) and an unknown individual:

HUMPHREYS

:

HUMPHREYS

:

Come on in here you guys . Talk in here

.

(BC-7)Cc\

t

What?

HUMPHREYS

:

Unknown

:

Well they can put JOE out there.

At this point, the above group is joined by
I, and one

conversation continued as follows:

HUMPHREYS

:

You see, we're not courteous like you are
(phonetic) when we come in your office,

21A _
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and ve got man, the sob, we got out man and
all -he had to do was say to him from the bench
was produce that money, go over to the vault
•and get It. '•/•vC '> >

•’
:

-

HUMPHREYS :

.

All. the judge has to
is that right? -

do is order him in

mmm
HUMPHREYS

:

Now ..on this petition that you have here

CCVER PAGE
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HUMPHREYS Now you told him not to-—now where do they
go from there? TThey have no after that. So
this guy. is. wishy washy (obscene) back and
forth now what do they want us to do now?

HUMPHREYS veil I do.

HUMPHREYS Well here's the thing. They're not doing
nothing then.

HUMPHREYS

:

That's the weak guy< (phonetic)

HUMPHREYS Not the-older guy.

_ 21C -
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'HUMPHREYS : Pardon me, one of these days the guy over here
is gonna turn around and tell you this is
happening and that's happening and we're scared
of this who the hell is doing anything? All
they have to have is a little intestinal forti-
tude to say that this is it.

HUMPHREYS: That's right. We could go through the regular
procedure on the other thing and fight them
right down on it.

HUMPHREYS: They’re not doing nothing.

HUMPHREYS: So how the hell can he get into the Supreme
Court if he hasn't got anything to get in
there on? If he's ruled against that the seizure
was wrong how can they overcome it by going to
another court? How can he get into court on
that?

HUMPHREYS: In the first place he withdrew the charges,
that's the worst thing he could have done.

- 2ID "
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HUMPHREYS Well that’sail it is

.

.

J&-:
i

Ti'r

HUMPHREYS Well then the Judge has run out. What's the
use of kiddin about it and so is he. He
hasn't done gd thing. Either they stand up
or they don't stand up..

HUMPHREYS: Now what is this, everybody looking for a
cidiion?

21E
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i £ HUMPHREYS: Well let me tell you about What has
j% he got to worry about if he*^subpoenaed?
H|. Where is he holding the bag.’ What has he got
| v'

‘ " to do with it. If he had any intestinal
7% fortitude he'd have told them in court what
i ' to do.
\ • . ...

- 21F -
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HUMPHREYS

:

You mean to say that's why just because
-somebody wouldn't do it? Now let me tell you
something. Down in the country where he's
running it's all Democrat.

HUMPHREYS

:

Well that ought to make it good for him.
Because that keeps the main guy out in front.
Well, if SHORTY were here .he'd heckle those
guys, he'd be on their ass so much they'd be
glad to get rid of SHORTY.

The above conversation is self-explanatory and is
a continuation of previous discussions by these individuals
concerning ROCCO FISCHETTI's confiscated $89,000 which the
hoodlums are attempting to recover in local court

DALEY is Mayor RICHARD DALEY of Chicago
he judge

handling this case’ "is JOHN .1L£ .KAIvNS
,
..who was- appointed to

- 21L -
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fill ja vacancy as County, Judge when OTTO KERNER resigne^t^^ O^C"’OCc,>)
become a candidate for the Gov^rnor of TI l inn I i

Reference to "SHORTY” is
probably the late AL CAPONE

.

HUMPHREYS and diHHI had the following conversation
concerning the possibility of their wives going to Las Vegas:

HUMPHREYS Is your old lady going to Las Vegas or isn’t
she? ...

HUMPHREYS

:

Well they’re talking about it.

HUMPHREYS: Well you better find out cause my old lady’s
already putting the muscle on me. She said
-your, wife’s going with her.

HUMPHREYS You don’t have to follow me. You’re wife
wants to take your daughter.

HUMPHREYS

:

You know all about it. Don’t act so innocent.
She's worked on you.

Humphreys

:

Well why don’t you?

" 21 K “
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HUMPHREYS:

HUMPHREYS:

HUMPHREYS

:

HUMPHREYS

:

HUMPHREYS

:

No you couldn't get me —the hell with that. .

-You said-they-put my picture in the middle not y
to come in that town. That's enough for me. S

I was the first one. I haven’t been there
since forty.

That was that fight down there.

I go there in October. You're dead. You're
gonna have to let her go because they are
already talking about it.

Listen 1 had nothing to do with it

... ....

* “ '

referred to above is orobabl

then asked HUMPHREYS to call
which is the number listed to

Chicago, Illinois. HUMPHREYS attempted
to contaciH^^^^^I at this number without success and left a
message forVH^Bk to call him back at the tailor shop

- ~ drently
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^HBfl^HBadvlsed that the following information was
a continuation of the conversation begun dn Aagtist;12, 1960 betwee
MURRAY HUMPHREYS . FRANK FERRARO. Chicago to
hoodlums

,

and and
The conversation continued as follows: •

HUMPHREYS

:

FERRARO:

HUMPHREYS:

We're. talking over all the gd things.

That's right.

When are you going to serve that sob?

HUMPHREYS: A man has to be served.

COVER PAGE
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HUMPHREYS: To get the money back.

HUMPHREYS: close it out and find out how long Mr
FISCHETTI is gonna stall in giving the money
back to Mr. —-- If he goes to Supreme
Court and supercede it, we're (obscene) but if

denies it they're dead. Oh are they
dead

.

COVER PAGE
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HUMPHREYS: But if the monies already turned over, they're dead

HUMPHREYS: if he goes over to get it, how can the police in
the bank stop you?

HUMPHREYS: They're liable.

FERRARO: Are they going to stop too?

COVER PAGE
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FERRARO:: Grab another box. Have another box ready and put
it into the other box. Take the keys...

- HUMPHREYS: Now you're getting into fairy tales.

Li, FERRARO:. What do you wean fairy tales?

HUMPHREYS: Fairy tales. The guy has to open the box for you.

J
*.

Z

FERRARO: Ahead of time, ahead of tine.
-• •

' ' "

jfr HUMPHREYS: The guy that puts the key in and you put your key
in, he’ll know where the package goes.

FERRARO:. You can work that out.

HUMPHREYS:

FERRARO:

You would have to have 2 or 3 boxes rented.

He's got to be in number 2 booth and we... look
for number 3 booth.

COVER PAGE
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HUMPHREYS: Dp like I did, before the judge handed down the

decision, I had my coat on and left the courtroom.
if they ever pinched me I was a goner. Then

Icalled back and did they throw the whole thing
out? He said yeah, it took him about five or ten
minutes to read the decision, so when he started
reading the decision I got up and got my coat and
walked out.

HUMPHREYS: Well if he does that, after all the .... there's
certainly "a good law suit on him.

HUMPHREYS: There's a guy that goes home and sleeps with a
law book.

FERRARO: Look, you better set it down, make the date with
him.

COVER PAGE
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HUMPHREYS: He’s cagey.

FERRARO: Did they get their money back?

Then we get 'em with tear gas. right? ....certain
kinds of tear gas. You know when you drill on a
safe there's certain kind of tear gas that will go
off, that's what they got it there for. You
can’t drill.

The foregoing conversation is in regard to the attempt by
who is representing ROCCO FISCHETTI, to regain the sum of

,I.5
housan<i some odd dollars taken in a gambling raid in Cicero.

Illinois On 9/5/59, by State's Attorney's police. This case has
been pending^foi^some time and the discussion above reflects the
attempts by^HIHPto regain these funds. Those referred to in the
conversation are as follows

:

COVES PAGE
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1 ''' It is evident that the individuals present are

j|.J.
quite concerned about regaining the $87,000 and feel that

^ there is little likelihood that they will not eventually
%!.:/ .receive these funds. •

t.
'

'• ^ :
' -

•
'

'

Is' a Chicago attorney who was
1H4 once known in Chicago as "the syndicate attorney", HHIHA
p|- .

‘ ".^^^i^^^Weutenan^^^SAl^GIANCANA^Chicag^to^hoodlum

,

HUMPHREYS and FERRARO were later Joined by HY
'GODFREY, a runner for several Chicago hoodlums, and conversed

with GODFREY regarding an automobile accident in which he was
recently involved. -- From this , the conversation turns to
clothing and the College All Star football game which was to
be played in Chicago on 8/12/60.

brings up the following topic:

WILLIE POTATOES referred to above is WILLIE DADDANO, a
lieutenant for SAM GIANCANA, who operates in Kane County, a county
west of Cook County containing several of Chicago's western suburbs.

COVER PAGE
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i
; CBvers then heard conversing

about TONY ACCARDO, Chicago top hoodlum, and his current golf
game. HUMPHREYS advised that ACCARDO has improved _considerably in his game which point is hot believed by
who- relates several humorous incidents regarding past golf
matches with ACCARDO whereby ACCARDO has used every conceivable
means to knock' several strokes off 8f his score. In reminiscing
HUMPHREYS talks about playing golf in the old days with JACK

. MC
;
GURN , . SAM HUNT and CHARLIE GIOE, all former Chicago hoodlums

in the CAPONE days, for $50 a hole. HUMPHREYS stated that
MC GURN was an excellent golfer, shooting in the 70s.

4BB then opened the conversation On a new topic
which indicated that WILLIE DADDANO is attempting to borrow
a sum of money. to go into business which is gleaned from the
following conversation:

(ph)

FERRARO: Let's go again today.

They been working up there for the past ten years,
they must have money.

"FERRARO:

HUMPHREYS: Well don't give too much credit out. How much
credit do you give your own people? A lot of
our people go bad.

Following this, FERRARO, and HUMPHREYS talk
about miscellaneous matters, including expenses, during which
conversation HUMPHREYS refers to "the old man" who is Congressman
THOMAS O'BRIEN, Democrat from Chicago who HUMPHREYS has visited
in Washington on occasion.

COVER PAGE
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FERRARO:

HUMPHREYS:

HUMPHREYS: .Yeah, oh yeah.... Don't put himself in the middle.
That's all right if you want to do business..
What can the copper do for him if he's already
put the charges in?

FERRARO: Listen you guys, here are all your expenses. This
is what I got... this is what I should account for.

565 . . . short

HUMPHREYS: Listen, I think the old man ... re-elected O’BRIEN,
so I think I'm gonna try to cut it down to a
thousand. Think so? He had that thing working
pretty good there in New York. He's a powerhouse.
No two ways about it . Very important .... he ' s 82

. years old .

FERRARO: Is MOE coming back tomorrow?

FERRARO: Where's he at? Florida?

HUMPHREYS: In las Vegas.

FERRARO: Who says so?

COVER PAGE
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HUMPHREYS:
;T-,r 4

- WXc
Can’t get that joint opened* Can’t get that joint.
.....There’s that one guy . ... Well I mean just ^
so you don’t let these guys trap us.

|

HUMPHREYS: ...done to me, I always say MOE Is a good
friend of mine.

FERRARO:

HUMPHREYS:

Don't you guys want to eat nothing?

Yuh, I'm going to go downtown, but I'm trying to
get RALPH ... asked me to get in Las Vegas,
dovyou^understand. I give it to RALPH to ask

' I haven't got the answer and now
I'm embarrassed.

FERRARO:

HUMPHREYS:

FERRARO:

HUMPHREYS:

I wouldn't worry about it.

He hasn't showed up yesterday and he hasn't shown
up today. Vhat the hell has happened.

Why don't you calk him at <ph)?

That’s where I call him he wasn't there.

FERRARO:

HUMPHREYS

:

HUMPHREYS:

Call him now.

I don't know the number out there,
down there.

I'm going

Mr. PIERCE, RALPH PIERCE. Hello, I would like to
speak to Mr. RALPH PIERCE. Hello, how are you?
No it's me. Jake the plumber. That's who I 'ip

trying to get ahold of, RALPH. ' Tell him I want
to talk to him. Listen you ... where were you
yesterday? Yuh, well I wanted to know what you
did with that long distance. What did he say.
All right, well I'll send him there. Did you
call the lawyer? and he said it was okay. Then

. I don't have to call him. Well wait a minute.

COVER PAGE
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•7: '•„ ,.>^/._ i^v.'.J'-. .The reference to MOE is to SAM GIANCANA*
isprobably RALPH^PIERCE^^ormer Chicago top hoodlum, and<
would probably the attorney representinj
-ANTHONY ACCARDO in his current income tax case.
*is a''prominent Las yegas gambler; 1 The reference to
would probably be

at which restaurant
HUMPHREYS and PIERCE eat frequently.

RALPH

HUMPHREYS and
conversation as follows:

I
again begin a desultory

pr

HUMPHREYS: I ate in Jacques last night and it was packed.
Out in the garden. I was in the other place the
night before, you know, at Diversey and Clark,
and they only, had about four tables. „ ...

' v. HUMPHREYS: You mean a gambling check.

m
HUMPHREYS: I'm glad I nevergo^tha^^. . everybody used to play

the horses but and I. Want to go down
and eat? That nice kid. He really carries
himself well.

m '

*T.-

FERRARO: .... that's right, it's got to be triple-X,
special.

m
HUMPHREYS and

HUMPHREYS:

M talk in low tones and can't be overheard.

.... you get in this (obscene) habit, and then
you run around with this thing and the G will
catch up with you. You just be careful, you
know I have to watch over you.

COVER PAGE
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Well listen, let me ask you something about
these guys ._ In everything where* ... in there?

i

FERRARO:

HUMPHREYS:

HUMPHREYS:

HUMPHREYS:

We talked to 'em, remember?

. Well, I didn’t know.

-Well if you get a man you would say well this

was yours and we'd protect that and if anybody
else come around and said well we want to

this and that we'd say you can't do that,

and FRANKIE said that

.

Now this is this, I let you know....

i
_ HUMPHREYS: I know that, we knew that years ago.... self

1'

- preservation. ... • now there was five guys when

they made that up. There was five guys... and

then they worked around. •• paid income taxes. ••

| -Vi, that's why he was so much troubled. .. .turning

j

the money into the pot....

I
.X .

. It is apparent that is planning another

i'~ tour to Europe.

if-'

i COVER PAGE
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- OnAugust 15 , i960,

_

HUMraREYS,.'Chicago Top Hoodlum, met with
advised that MURRAY

^ (C^

^S^^^^^Sf^conversation was as follows

:

I.*/- The

HUMPHREYS

:

I guess it's all right, but you better talk to

FRANK. They’ll be around in a little bit,

cause we had quite a discussion goin on the
other day I^talked to MOONEY GIANCANA
the other day. .^ey^jpe trying to find some-
thing for you. i

HUMPHREYS

:

Well you did by not telling me about that

COVER PAGE
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t -HUMPHREYS

:

I tried ^to get you back on your .feet. And '

another thing before I forget, wher^wehad
this meeting here the other day

,

BBBB said
that he was going to get to give you
another fifty. I don’t think he can get it.

He draws four hundred, doesn’t he?

HUMPHREYS

:

All right, well then I was just bringing you
up to date.

HUMPHREYS

:

So anyway, you know... ..in order t^bring him
up to what he used to, now jwhen ^i^BBEPut
BB in there, whenflHHlput in there.,
he put him up there with the other agents in

pay which he’s entitled to. Now ^^H^was
away at that time and he didn’t know nothing
about it, so when he went to talk to
the other day afor you^well thisB
says maybe I can get^Bfc and another guy,
and I can give it to 4BP> A real big deal

.

He’d give a raise. So anyhow then they
said they’d try and find something for you.

Try to get you a little more money. So any-
how they all know about you so on thi^^hing
here that’s why I tell you, you telldBB
or FRANK, either one of them, because if they
follow up and try and locate something for
you, it would be better now, he can’t take
and go over and ask BBHHP like take fifty
dollars away from another guy. Well that
doesn't do' anybody any good. You know what
I mean? It’s not building up our guys the
way they should be built uD^^oMjhey’ re gonna
work up something for you,'^Bi^BPl don’t
know what. It may take them a little while,

but they'll get it.

- 22B -
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HUMPHREYS: What I meant went out of my pocket was the
because -at that time he couldn’tafford it he says; and we were giving

S

3“°r* ,'^n ,^
e ™s getting there, so that timehe couldn't afford it and«B seemed to be“ap

fy
to .8° over there and work. He seemed

th
f

So 1 l«t him go through
At * 1 said 0K

t
1 said I’d make up thed*“*renc®> and I did make it up. So I’m iustexplaining these things.

3

-22c -
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(BCBCc')

HUMPHREYS: ?Well that’s the only way we can tell if a
guy'smaking.a good living or not. If he
tells us what he'd doing; then we see another
guy making too much or something and we say,
hey take this with you, or you work together
or something like that.

i-.-SS

HUMPHREYS

:

r-

You are our friend and we have to suppat
you. We have to see that you're getting
something. They called you in.... you have to
account for some things, and they make you
bring it in." Now they don't put that in their
pocket, they-give that to other people.

HUMPHREYS: Welltvouwprk that out with them, I'll
have^l^HI^ talk to you. Because I've already

- washed my hands because I've fought it all_
the way down with everybody, and I brought it
up the other day when we were all out together.
And I brought i^to a showdown. I didn't
bring it up. was talking about asking

I said (obscene) for crissake,
the guy's going to take a piece of^one guy—

----- and a piece off another, and then^HB doesn’

t

get his raise. So what good are you doing
Y V. there. You didn't do nothin. What are you

taking, twenty dollars? That's all he'd be
getting. But he didn't say when he phoned,
he didn't know that that was done while he
was away.

It is apparent from the foregoing that
has requested assistance from "The Syndicate" to obtain some
type of employment. In this regard several meetings have
been held by such individuals as HUMPHREYS

,
SAM

GIANCANA and FRANK FERRARO, all Chicago Top Hoodlums, with

-22D -
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the intention of finding an opening for It appears \
that has operated several ventures, from which he received
some monetary gain, which he did not report to the aforementioned
group.’ These deals were eventually uncoveret^^vHUMPHREYS

,

Et Al, who in turn became aggravated with flHHfeforno^_
reporting his gains to them. HUMPHREYS explains to^^Hifc
the reasons why individuals requesting aid are to report all
their income to the powers that be.

The following are believed to be thos e individuals
referred to in the conversation between and HUMPHREYS:

would appear to be

hoodium and gambler

.

a West Side

would refer to
former bookie and runner for MURRAY HUMPHREYS

.

At this point, flHHHland HUMPHREYS were joined
in the conversation by FRANK FERRARO and at a later point
by associate of HUMPHREYS,
Their conversation continues as follows:

FERRARO:

-22S -
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HUMPHREYS

:

But you get this permit that's worth something
to you.... the price on your stock if you wanted
to sell it or anything.

HUMPHREYS Oh sure, you can turn around and get that sold,

HUMPHREYS Well that raises the value of -your stock.

HUMPHREYS: Let me explain this stuff about this book and
stuff. You through with me? Well wait out
there for one of those guys to come in. They'll
come in.

HUMPHREYS

:

where did

- 22F -
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HUMPHREYS : I was there when he told you. Just tell
him that. ...

'HUMPHREYS: I asked VOGEL to do that. He’ll do it. Is

HUMPHREYS: ' Yeah, but we can’t go with that.

HUMPHREYS: Can't do it. And I had another object, I

wanted to try to find out what....

HUMPHREYS: If I reach into one of those spots, my name
has to come up. Then they 'll say what the
bell is this? ThenQH^^^H blow his job.

-22G -
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HUMPHREYS

:

The only trouble with that guy is we can’t
stay" on him

7

HUMPHREYS

:

I have to do it right or I forget about it.

HUMPHREYS: v I’ll catch him.

HUMPHREYS

:

Call him right now. What’s the name of that
Joint? :

HUMPHREYS

:

JOHNNY ROSELLI?

HUMPHREYS

:

Is he leaving?

HUMPHREYS

:

He didn’t talk to no one?

HUMPHREYS

:

....went in receivership. The Thunderbird
went in receivership. The family is fighting
over it.

HUMPHREYS Oh, they got a lot of money, these guys

•22H
“
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HUMPHREYS: Let's see here, turn around. Pull that down.
That first button has to be fixed. Yeah, he's
just like an old woman.

HUMPHREYS: Fairy. He might as well be a fag.

HUMPHREYS: Why didn't they get two of 'em? I’ll find
out; I'll ask MORRIE.

The foregoing conversation is self-explanatory.
Those individuals referred to are believed to be as follows:

EDDIE-VOGEL -is- a former Chicago Top Hoodlum,
who handles slot machines in the Chicago area.

JOHNNY ROSELLI is a top hoodlum of the Los
Angeles and Salt Lake City Divisions.

- 221 -
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associated with MURRAY HUMPHREYS

.

B advised that MURRAY HUMPHREYS was

The informant advised that HUMPHREYS and talked about

several miscellaneous matters , among which was the fact that

ah individual named^^^^^M^_bellevcd_ta_ke_^flgnti£aL-SLl*—

.

is .dying of cancer and, according to HUMPHREY^^ha^about 3

or 4 years to live. HUMPHREYS advised that•^^travels
peripdically to Mayo Clinic for radium treatments.

informant

:

HUMPHREYS

:

The following conversation was overheard by the

. Going, back? Ot)(tXc\

HUMPHREYS

:

Oh yeah. I got to sit around and control

the underworld here.

HUMPHREYS:
-V* '*».

‘ ”

Oh, you're aware of it, huh?

HUMPHREYS: I just wanted to see how you were thinking

' VPHHHHim
HUMPHREYS

:

All right,
guy's name

uh, what's the uh, what's this

from Rockford?
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HUMPHREYS

:

I'm gonna have to ask him again. He was in
here- the other day, hemming, and hawing_L_he__
was at St. Hubert's with 4BBMI
His daughter's a lawyer. -

HUMPHREYS: He asked if there was a place for the
daughter there. I'll have to check on it.

HUMPHREYS Your man ought to be pretty powerful,
because they put on a good fight down there,
and knocked that fflHD out . That's a big
job, and he was recommended by all the news-
papers. They're gonna put another bill in
this year, those (obscene) on those pinball
machines. Have you got pinballs down there?

CCVER PAGE
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HUMPHREYS

:

HUMPHREYS:

You got an agreement not to take each other's
stops?

Weil, then, you're all right. Well, you'll
always have a few competitors, but that's
all right.

HUMPHREYS and talk here of pinball stops
>in the Peoria , Illinois , ; iarea , operated by The .

individuals mendphed in' :this aconversation are RALPH
,
RALPH

PIERCE, former ChicagO Top' 'Hoodluiy and associate of MURRAY
HUMPHREYS

.

daley
is probably a- refe^nce .to Mayor RICHARD J. DALEY of Chicago.

j •'
V'„

l . -1

.

_ Of particular interest in this conversation was
'•^he ’ remark made by HUMPHREYS that "I got to sit around and

-V <control
:

':

Aihe' underworld here’’

.



HUMPHREYS: You see, you have to learn that through the
years. Just don't answer questions. If I

don't answer questions, they have nowhere to
... .... . .. ....... • go. You don't let them open the door. They're

trained to open the door. They coach them.
They give them that three month's training on
psychology. They're trained for that. You're
not trained for that. You're only trained for
hard logic. You don't answer them. Anybody.
You learn that through the years.

v. HUMPHREYS: Yeah, but they do that, let me tell you.
; One guy is a bad guy, the other guy is the
j nice guy. Now on the saloons, you know,
i JOE BATTER'S case, that was all legit. All
1

those saloon keepers stood pat, so now we
don't have witnesses. We scared up about

|; - fifty of them. Anyway, they wen^down to
i take AL down to Joliet, you know from

the Heights. They went to him, but they
I# were all set for him, the FBI guy, and an
pftC internal revenue guy. They says, do you

know ACCARDO, and he turned it over and saw
. .... . ... the picture, and he said, he sold quite a bit

L2 of beer. Then they said, well you got juke
• boxes, and this and that, and said, did you
i use any coercion with any of these people,

and he said, no, and ACCARDO didn't either.
Then they hit him with a subpoena. I don't
know why, see.
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HUMPHREYS That's what you have to contend with you see,
everyday ... .about six years ago, so then they
wanted to come in the next year, but they are
always six years behind.

Miscellaneous talk about income tax.)

HUMPHREYS Look what they, done “with"JOE BATTERS here.
There's a guy got $65,000 a year. $15,000
of that was expenses. They were gonna give
him $15,000 in expense money

,
but he said no,

give it to me all in salary cause they won't
allow me to and I have to keep records of
everything. $o the only thing that he took
off was his car, $1400 a year, and that's what
he's in trouble for. $1400 a year. Here's a
guy paidseven.or eight thousand a year on
income tax. Do you realize they hurt him on
a thing that could happen to you. Taken off
things that take off a guy's car and this and
that. You know the bar association is gonna
file a motion on that case. ...and here’s
a guy like PAUL. He kept good books. But
they figure that he was' $50,000 over .

c They
wnet all the way back to 1921.^ In 1936 he
was hit by a G guy . and he paid. $16,000 that
year and they tried to get this guy to say
that at that time, they were looking for a
starting point, see, they tried to get the
guy to say that that was all he had. You. know
what they did to him. They transferred him
to Cleveland. They tried to get him to testify
against PAUL. And he wouldn't do it so they
transferred him to Cleveland. Now all the G
guys are done (or are doing) here, ridiculous.

“ 22n
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Out on front. PAUL’S excuse was that he Vnever knew what he had. One day he had four 7
thousand another one or two. They couldn’t
find the net worth where he was out of line.
Everyday they had records. Well they brought
in guys from New York who showed that he was
fifty thousand short instead of fifty thousand
over. Now they got a chart over at their office,
so I got hold of that damn^|Hil^B and told
him to get that chart, and take it to court
cause the jury they understand a chart. Now,
ah, .I'm jus t showing you how dirty they are,
the lawyer, fighting with on that,
and the conspiracy because f^i^^^said he'd
handle his money while he was in jail . So
they indict.011 They find not
guilty on perjury. They find PAUL guilty.
The jury (obscene) up. One of the women on
the jury lives across from RALPH. She tried
like hell, cried and everything, but they
must have had a plant in the jury because one
of the guys told her that if ^IHItwas found
not guilty and RICCA guilty, that the judge
would throw it out anyway. So what happens,
the^find PAUL guilty on all three counts and
flHHDnot guilty. So it goes over to the
Court of Appeals where they throw out the
-conspiracy charge, which was right, and let
the income tax charge stand. Which is three
years. And that was a dirty deal from that
court because there had to be prejudice on the
other testimony. They should have thrown the
whole thing out and retried the income tax.
See the judges have a meeting and
there, and one of the judges yells to^^|Bfc' didn't
I give you a good break on that last one ' ."**He
said you didn't give a break at all. You're
not even a judge. And he told him. You should
have thrown the case out. Who told you to do
that? Did you get orders from V/ashington to
do. that? So the guy says I thought I was giving
you a good break. The government's powerful

%^n",h^>£Peu /o^e
wi
t\
h
ro
t
u
h
g\?

overn,"ent
' Just
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HUMPHREYS

:

Same thing. Here’s what got see. I was
talking to that judge, he says, listen, I'd
like to go along with you but there's a stool
pigeon over there, don’t fool with him. He's
a Tribune judge. See. The Tribune has it
in for us guys and when they got a chance
they (obscene) us.

HUMPHREYS

:

They hold it over till September the 18th

HUMPHREYS

:

Yeah, well then they had to turn it over to
the other judge. The other judge is that
downstate judge, from East St. Louis. His
son's running for judge down there. The
County Clerk has got the money impounded.
What we wanted to do is just have the money
ordered returned. So what we want is to have
the money returned to us without leaving the

win
it to us. In other words, an appeal wouldn't
do them any good if we have the money. So they

HUMPHREYS I don't know. According to the poles NIXON's
ahead. But you know what, I'd like to see
him beat this (obscene). I notice he didn't
bring his wife out to campaign for him. He
took her out of the picture right away.

HUMPHREYS I don't know. She runs around in slacks
with her hair over one eye and all that.

- 22p -
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HUMPHREYS

:

(Talk about clothes .

)

I may have to call you sooner or later.

The above conversation is an explanation by
MURRAY HUMPHREYS of the happenings at the income tax trial
of PAUL "The Waiter" RICCA, former Chicago Top Hoodlum, who
was tried and found guilty of income tax evasion and is now
serving time in the Federal Penitentiary at Terre Haute,
Indiana.

_ V .7' The following are the names of those individuals
believed-referred to in the -foregoing conversation:

JOE BATTERS is TONY ACCARDO, Chicago Top
Hoodlum.

FRANK LA PORTE, former Chicago Top Hoodlum.

PAUL is_PAUL RICCA, former Chicago Top Hoodlum
now serving time at the Federal Penitentiary on
income tax charges

.

The downstate; judge from East St. Louis, referred
to would be County Court Judge JOHN MARSHALL EARNS, SR., who
replaced former County Court Judge OTTO J. KERNER, when KERNER
was selected to run in the forthcoming Illinois elections as
the Democratic nominee for Governor.

(IHlHHHfcLdvised on September 7, 1960, that on O-M
that date MURRAY HUMPHREYS, a Chicago Top Hoodlum, appeared
where his activities could be observed by the informant.

- 22Q -
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HUMPHREYS then made a telephone call to_

who -has offices at
_ cago . He"is Known to be a close associate of

HUMPHREYS and all other Chicago top hoodlums. When apparently
told that was not in, HUMPHREYS then left the following
message for him: "This is Mr. MURRAY. Will you leave word
I called?"

HUMPHREYS then took an incoming telephone call and
invited the caller” to have dinner with him on the night of

September 7. -I960

,

and indicated that he was going to have
dinner with and his wife at Pete Fish's Restaurant
located at the corner of Ontario and St. Clair in Chicago.
HUMPHREYS indicated that h is wife JEANNE was also going to

be there, and that^lHBB wife would join them.

1 1 is to be noted tha t
_ is known to have been a frequent

dinner companion of HUMPHREYS in the past. However, it is

also known that HUMPHREYS has been negotiating a million
dollar deal with of the Sutheiand
Hotel, 47th and Drexel in Chicago. HUMPHREYS has been
attempting to purchase this hotel from^HB It is, there-
fore, likely, that the 4HHD referred to above by HUMPHREYS

but it is also possible it is

then called
vas on

Ian employee of 'CELANO

,

into HUMPHREYS and advised him that*

_ 22S -
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the phone asking for HUMPHREYS . .HUMPHREYS told
to -inform ‘^^k that^he would icall ~him late
noted .thati

^^^j^^^^^HUMPHREYS then made a telephone call and asked for
SHHHIHfe, but he apparently was told that was not
in, whereupon HUMPHREYS hungup.

It is to be noted that

'^^^^^also advised that an unknown individual
inforined HUMPHREYS as^foHows : r.

—~

•JAll-r.ight,^llt30 .!

HUMPHREYS responded

It would appear from the above, that4|^m|^D a
Chicago top-.

h

oodlum,; had arranged for a conference between
HUMPHREYS and' a former Chicago top hoodlum, who
is referred to. by his associates as the

If

advised on September 12, 1960, that (\\u\
MURRAY HUMPHREYS ; Chicago top hoodlum, had the following \]nU)
conversation with concerning PAUL DELUCIA and fftVSVcV(&
his wife NANCY DE LUCIA, it being noted that PAUL DE LUCIA™ A
is a . former Chicago .top hoodlum who is presently serving
a three year sentence at the Federal Penitentiary in Terre
Haute, Indiana, for income tax evasion:

HUMPHREYS: Have you been to see NANCY?

_ 22T -
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HUMPHREYS

:

I have to bring you up to date. I have this
guy, he's on the inspection of prisons. When
they made Indiana, I had him send for PAUL.
I talked to PAUL, and PAUL got a big kick out
of it. He told the warden, you got a good
friend of mine here, I want to see him. I

wanted to have him put in. see.

HUMPHREYS: When they got all through the inspection,
they brought PAUL in . I thought that would
make a. good impression. No trouble with
them at all.

HUMPHREYS

:

Yeah. He's very good. No trouble with
him at all

.

HUMPHREYS

:

He's got about 14 months in now. If I could
get him his good time, he should be out just
before Christmas. If not, he'll have to go
over that about four months. But I'm fight-
ing for him. They turned him down last week
He's been away, and worft be back until the
first of the month.

HUMPHREYS

:

No, you get uh, lemme see now. I gotlhe
records. You get about three months off a

- 22U “
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I

Field Office File N04 ' OG 92-348

Title: MURRAY LLEWELYN HUMPHREYS, aka., "The Camel”, J. L.

Brunswick, Murray L. Humphrey, M. L. Humphries, Ed Simmons,

John Kelly, John Harris, L. Humphreys, Louis H. Humphrey,

Leon Humphreys, Plumer, J. Singer, "Curley", G. Logan,

Hart, J. Porter
Chow

-
eR

ANTI-RACKETEERING

: Synopsis: HUMPHREYS maintains a residence in Apartment 1001 at

4200 North Marine Drive, Chicago, Illinois, and a ...

^

residence in a luxurious home on Biscayne Bay in Key (.(rjp)(Q)

Biscayne

HUMPHREYS divorced his t-

wife of 36 yeirs in 1957 and is presently living with
young woman hie identifies as his wife . HUMPHREYS

maintains fiction of being in ill health and retired
butinfact la in average good health of man his age.

HUMPHREYS hw been arrested on approximately a score

Of Occasions dating. from 1916 to 1956 and has been
convicted of burglary and Income tax evasion. Numerous

associates identified, Including hoodlums, attorneys,

politicians, United States Congressmen, businessmen,

and labor leaders?" -'HUMPHREYS was member of AL CAPONE

mob during early 1920*8 and became leader of Chicago

underworld in mid 1930* s. At present he "is a leader

and oldest living member of underworld with particular
responsibility for labor racketeering and corruption •
of public officials and law enforcement officers.
Connection of HUMPHREYS with numerous gangland crimes

in Chicago; with Teamsters locals in Chicago and with

the cleaning and dyeing, laundry and linen supply indus-

tries in Chicago reported herein. HUMPHREYS* legitimate
enterprises' and his places of amusement and hangouts
identified. HUMPHREYS travels extensively between Chicago,

Elorida and Hot Springs, Arkansas, and occasionally to

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions

its contents are not
of the FBI. It is the property of the

to be distributed outside your agency.

FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and



Washington
, ;
D. C. HUju'JUkEYS frequently advises casual

acquaintances, and reporters that he resides in Arizona
but ^^einaiveuinvestigation there refutes his claim, t.

His attorneys automobiles Identified. V'

Current physical descript ion set but. HUMPHREYS SHOULD
BE CONSIDERED ARMED AMD DANGEROUS DUE ’I'CTTKE PACT"THAT

-
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I? PBRSONALHISTORYAND BACKGROUND

Birth
* #*•*-* -r. v-

.
v* - f -*++ *#, ft *. -*.y *-‘-sj*' •*

• .* -'«*'*' A*
‘ ~ f . *

Accordingto the V records another Government
, MURRAY LLEWELYN HUMPHREYS furnished to that agency in
wd different birth dates; namely, April 20, 1899 and April
03. HUMPHREYS claimed on both occasions that he was born
cago, Illinois. _ , ;-:V

iw, .X9uj. numuifiis claimed on com occasions tnat ne was born
in Chicago, Illinois.
r" ;

:
:'.;

E A-w • 4 IWa)
According to information furnished toflU another

Government agency, by HUMPHREYS in 1957, HUMPHREYS was born in
Chicago, . Illinois on AprL 1 20,1899. The records of this source
show' that HUMPHREYS attended- Haven School, Chicago; 'Illinois, "

and that HUMPHREYS * attendance record' is at Haven School for
the years 1904, 1905 and 1906. According to .the records of
Haven School, HUMPHREYS listed his birth date as April 20, 1899
on one instance and as being April. 4, 1899 on another instance.
Both times, however, lie indicated that he was born in Chicago.

~ According to the records of^HHB another Government
agency, HUMPHREYS advised them that he was born in April, 1900,
-place - uniisted>~.-- ;

--
r~~- :r:r.

agency, HUMPHRE
=place unlisted.

the records of another Govi
3ed them that he was born in April, 1900,

The records of the Bureau of Vital Statistics, Cook
County, Illinois, were checked on December 17, 1957 and were
not found to contain a birth certificate for MURRAY LLEWELYN
HUMPHREYS. They do contain,, however, a certificate numbered
J6019 showing the birth- of- a child who-Was-unnamed, but who
was a. white wale son of BRYAN and ANNE HUMPHREYS. .. This child
was -born on September 9, 1894. As is set forth herein below, /(AfnN
under the caption "Belatives’-V '.HUMPHREYS hasabrothernamed \V'AI

ERNEST and it is possible that the above record refers to the
birth ;of ERNEST HUMPHREYS. It ls noted that therecords of

reflect HUMPHREYS* father* s name was BRYAN and his mother's
name was ANN. : According to the Bureau of Vital Statistics ,

—

BRYAN HUMPHREYS was born in Vales, as was ANN HUMPHREYS. It is
noted that the records of Haven. School reflect that one HENRY
HUMPHREYS attended Haven School and gave his father's name as
BRYAN HUMPHREYS and his birth date as September 12 and October
18, 1894. •

*• •
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